
From: Kevin and Natalie Ward
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: Hield and Minton Road Re-zoning March 18, 2024 Item G3 and G4
Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2024 8:58:49 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

This letter is intended to express our sincere concern and displeasure with the proposal coming before your board on
March 18th regarding the rezoning of the land at the southwest corner of Minton and Hield Roads in West
Melbourne.  As 15 year residents of Hield Road, we have accumulated many frustrating hours of our lives devoted
to waiting to turn in or our of our single access neighborhood.  To put it frankly, there is simply no way adding a
drive thru restaurant, particularly one as popular as Starbucks, to the end of our road will work.

If you have ever seen that intersection you would understand that people are already pushing the limits of safety and,
many times, are not following the traffic laws.  The intersection is frequently blocked by traffic, particularly heading
south on Minton Road.  Even if they add a turn lane, there is nothing to prevent people from continuing to block the
road and/or making illegal u-turns on Minton when heading north to come back south.  It’s frustrating and time
consuming, but we deal with it.  This is a beautiful neighborhood and we deal with the inconvenience that comes
with it.

That being said, there is NO room to expand this road.  There are deep ditches on either side, and even with a
proposed additional lane, there’s no room left for emergency vehicles to travel down to reach residents in need. 
Using Hield road as an entry or exit for Starbucks would take this traffic light from difficult to impossible.  I have
seen the effects Starbucks has had on Palm Bay Road (into the Aldi parking lot) and more recently on 192, causing
back ups on a major roadway with lots of emergency braking.  PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN TO
OUR RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD.  The City of Palm Bay just recently looked into annexing this property
for this same project and, thankfully, decided it was not a wise decision.

We are small business owners ourselves and are very pro-business and development.  It would certainly be naive of
us to expect this lot and the adjacent ones to the south to remain vacant.  But as a zoning and planning committee,
we are urging you to consider keeping the zoning to something more appropriate for the level of traffic we already
experience.  Something without a drive thru!

We very much appreciate your time and consideration and would like to invite you to come to visit Hield Road any
given weekday between the hours of 4-6pm to experience for yourselves the potential disaster that would happen to
this residential road if you were to approve this zoning change.

Thank you,
Kevin and Natalie Ward
4132 Anlow Road
West Melbourne

mailto:nkward1@mac.com
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov


From: Dennis Foster
To: Jones, Jennifer; Champion, Kristen
Subject: Rezoning Notice #24Z00004 West Malabar Properties LLC
Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2024 10:18:39 AM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Hello Jennifer and Kristen,  Can you please make sure the P&Z members get a copy of this
letter?

As you are aware at the next P&Z meeting next week the council plans to address the
above case to rezone the parcels on the SW corner of Minton Rd and Hield Rd adding a mini
storage on that corner. Mr Oliver Cole is planning to ask you to rezone 3.58 acres to BU-2 for
the mini storage but makes no mention of what happens to the corner 1 acre lot except Future
BU-1 business.  These future businesses plan to have an entrance/exit onto Hield Rd and this
is what the residents of Hield Road object to most.

I want to let the Brevard County Zoning Board know the City of Palm Bay Zoning
originally voted against the use of Hield Road for entrance/egress and Palm Bay City
Council ultimately rejected the plan.  Mr Olivers plans originally included a Starbucks
Coffee drive through on the one acre corner.  Ultimately, the City of Palm Bay voted
against the development of a high-traffic business for that area due to the horrific
vehicle bottlenecks that occur at that intersection South to Palm Bay Road especially
since there have been no improvements to that intersection.  The County is aware of
the traffic bottlenecks.  Please ask Mr Olivers plans for the BU-1 corner lot during
the meeting. Is Mr Oliver still planning a Starbucks Coffee?

We want to go on record as being completely against the proposal to allow an
entrance/exit onto Hield Road for the following reasons:

1. That intersection is a traffic nightmare already.  The backups at peak rush hour have been
studied earlier and the intersection is already operating outside its level of service.  The new
recently completed apartment complex on the NE corner made the issue worse.  Adding a high
volume drive thru business on that corner with an entrance and exit onto Hield road is a very
bad idea traffic and safety wise.  Drive thru Startbucks generates hundreds of cars per day.   
2. Safety of all Hield Road residents in the county, West Melbourne and Palm Bay is our
greatest concern. A traffic backup at that intersection can prevent emergency vehicle access to
all the residents (there is only one entrance to Hield Road).  Morning school buses will be
delayed.  Pedestrian and bicycle traffic would be extremely dangerous. 
3. Palm Bay Planning and Zoning voted to recommend NO ENTRANCE OR EXIT to
or from Hield Road for the proposed Starbucks project.  The land developers have
ignored this completely.  When questioned, Mr. Oliver, the Developer, stated if
there is no entrance or exit from Hield Road, then Starbucks is not interested. 
4. There are already 2 Starbuck coffee shops within 1/2 mile of that location - one
inside the Target Store and one on Palm Bay Rd east of the I95 overpass. How many
Starbucks do we need?

mailto:dennisf703@gmail.com
mailto:jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov


5.  All the residents that live on Hield, both country and Palm Bay residents, bought property
there because of the rural residential nature.  We soundly reject the encroachment of
commercial businesses into our neighborhood. 

We support the county seeking more businesses, however, at this intersection, a high
traffic business is dangerous and unsafe. We are not opposed to the mini storage
units. Please do not allow a driveway entrance onto a primarily residential street from
this commercial property.  An entrance or exit onto Hield road from any high
volume business would bring traffic to a complete stop.

Folks, We beg of you to make the tough but right choice rather than the easy but wrong one
for the citizens of our county. A high volume business on this corner makes no sense.

Best Regards, 
Dennis Foster and Terri Rines
4366 Hield Road NW, Palm Bay, FL 32907
321-431-3706



From: ronald thompson
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: z24-00004
Date: Friday, March 15, 2024 10:46:08 AM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Brevard County Zone Change Request 24-00004

ONE OBJECTIVE OF THIS COMMITTEE IS TO PROVIDE A SAFE, BALANCED, EFFICIENT SYSTEM THAT ADEQUATELY
SERVES THE NEEDS OF ALL RESIDENTS of OUR COUNTY, WITHOUT UNDUE HARDSHIPS TO THE CITIZENS.

NO DOUBT, THE COUNTY HAS BEEN AND STILL GROWING VERY FAST, AND AS A RESULT, TRAFFIC IS AN UNDUE
HARDSHIP TO ALL OF US.

THE REQUESTED ZONE CHANGES IS ONLY A WANT AND DESIRE, NOT A NEED.

AS YOU CAN SEE ON THE COUNTY MAP, THERE ARE NO B2 ZONES ALONG MINTON RD, UNTIL YOU GET TO NORTH
OF THE I-95 OVERPASS.

The applicant bought the properties knowing of the existing ZONING, AND KNOWING ABOUT THE CONGESTED
TRAFFIC CONDITION, especially at Hield and Minton Roads. THEY BOUGHT THE PROPERTIES DESIRING TO HAVE THE
ZONING CHANGED TO A HIGHER USE OF THE PROPERTY, AND THEY KNEW THAT AN INCREASE IN TRAFFIC WOULD
BE DETRIMENTAL Also THEY KNEW THAT THERE ARE NO PLANS BY ANY GOVERNMENT BODY TO IMPROVE THE
TRAFFIC CONGESTION ANY TIME SOON.

B-1 & B 2 ZONE IS NOT COMPATIBLE BY ANY MEANS WITHIN THIS AREA.

B-1  Allows Auto sales, gas stations, alcoholic sales, drug stores, restaurants and many more  undesirables.

SO WHY, SHOULD THE COMMUNITY BE PUT INTO MORE UNDUE HARDSHIPS?

TRAFFIC IS A MAJOR PROBLEM ON HIELD, MINTON AND PALM BAY RD. INTERSECTIONS.

THIS IS NOT JUST ME SAYING SO, A LETTER FROM CORRINA GUMN PE, TRAFFIC OPERATIONS MANAGER, BREVARD
COUNTY, STATES “TRAFFIC FLOW ON MINTON WOULD CAUSE A SIGNIFICANT DECLINE OF SERVICE ON PALM BAY
ROAD” LETTER ATTACHED.

THE 300 UNIT APARTMENT BUILDINGS AT MINTON AND HIELD ROADS WAS APPROVED ON DECEMBER 3, 2021,
WITH A CONDITION THAT ROAD IMPROVEMENTS BE MADE AT WINGATE, EBER, MINTON, HIELD, AND PALM BAY
ROADS.

AS OF TODAY, THESE IMPROVEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED.

 Very soon an additional 400 +/-rental will open: MORE TRAFFIC

THE INTERSECTION OF HIELD AND MINTON ROADS IS NOT SAFE and ARE VERY CONGESTED AND DANGEROUS.

I BEG YOU NOT TO APPROVE THE REQUESTED CHANGES. ESPECIALLY THE REQUEST TO CHANGE THE ZONING
FROM (AU) AGRICULTURAL RESIDENTIAL TO B1.  THIS COULD BE THE START OF a CONTINUOUS INVASION INTO
OUR RESIDENTIAL AREA. WHO WILL BE NEXT TO REQUEST MORE B1 or B2 CHANGES INTO our RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY? PRECEDENT SETTING
IF YOU APPROVE THIS REQUESTED CHANGE, YOU ARE NOW SETTING A NEW STANDARD OF INVASION INTO
ESTABLISHED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY.

mailto:rwt444@gmail.com
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An alternative could be to APPROVE the B2, MINI-STORAGE AREA AND NOT CHANGE THE PROPERTY ALONG
HIELD RD. If a ZONE change is desired, IN THE FUTURE  IT MAY  BY be more compatible and less OFFENSIVE to the
residents.

 Thank You,

Ronald & Marilinette Thompson, 4095 Hield Rd. NW, Palm Bay Fl. 32907

321-723-1530,   email: rwt444@gmail.com

mailto:rwt444@gmail.com


From: btuffturf@aol.com
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: Rezoning on Hield Road
Date: Sunday, March 17, 2024 11:36:44 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Tim Buckingham sr. at 3949 Hield road Palm Bay Florida 32907 opposes the
rezoning on Hield Road

mailto:btuffturf@aol.com
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From: Jones, Jennifer
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: New Starbucks
Date: Monday, March 18, 2024 8:10:52 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Dean Lancaster <deanolanc1960@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2024 7:32 PM
To: Jones, Jennifer <jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: New Starbucks

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

Hi Jennifer. This is dean nd Karen Lancaster on Willard rd. I was ask to email you by Becky buckingham to voice
our opposition to the proposed plan to rezone land on hield nd Minton. I will not be able to attend meeting but want
our voices heard. The meeting is early afternoon nd I can’t get off work. I’m sure they planned it that way. Thank
you. My number is 321-759-5714 it you need to contact me. Thank you

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6CFF9DF0174E41F59A9AF858CD7BA311-JONES, JENN
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov


17 March 2024 

Dear Ms. Jones - 

Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 

28081120) (District 5) 

 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 

classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 

My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 

Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 

Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 

with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 18 March agenda as G3 and 

G4. 

We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. Envision yourselves to be 

stewards of these citizens. We are asking you to be examples on this small stage and look beyond the financial gain and 

recognize the impact on the community. Local government officials should invoke citizen activism and involvement 

where neighbors have a seat at the table. Allow a conversation to take place with the community, government, and 

developer throughout the entire process. Residents who vote and pay taxes are never involved with decisions about 

design and impact on their communities and neighborhood. Engaging all involved while listening allows all to broker the 

benefits and risks to Heild residents before reaching county meetings possibly eliminating constant continuances and 

delays to all involved. 

For the record, residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. 

Oliver about his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of 

Palm Bay for rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first 

model in Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive 

through. On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes. Now here we are again with Mr. 

Oliver reaching out to the county to rezone this corner. 

In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 

benefit from winning and moving this development forward. 

I ask you to also look at the attached site plan provided by Mr. Oliver to the residents at our 14 September 2023 meeting. 

I believe it represents the same proposed site plan presented to Brevard County, with the only difference being Starbucks 

is now identified as a future BU1 development. I am wondering about the approach of Mr. Oliver, could this be a ruse to 

eventually coercing the City of Palm Bay for the water if the county approves his request for rezoning? As I imagine 

Starbucks or any other restaurant would prefer city water and sewage. 

I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a restaurant in this site plan. However, I am confused why that 

corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2. I realize Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-

storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in the proposed site plan. I also admit that 

Mr. Oliver mentioned the possibility of self-storage for the remaining parcel in the 14 September 2023 meeting with 

residents. 

I understand that Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties 

currently on the roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this 

business tax worth the safety and security of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 

We remind you that some of you are elected officials, elected specifically by us. We invite you to come to the corner of 

Minton and Hield Road and observe the traffic on weekdays from 0630 – 0900 but specifically from 1600-1800. We ask 

you to ask yourselves elected to be protectors of your citizens, do you believe specifically rezoning of these properties 

and allowing the entrance and exit of any business but specifically a high traffic commercial business, provides a safe 



living environment for the residents? Ironically, Mr. Oliver agreed with the residents on 14 September that he would be 

fighting City Hall if this proposed change was happening in his neighborhood. 

I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-

storage facility to be built as possibly a two or more-story stackable type self-storage. Since BU1 has height restrictions. 

The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto 

repair.  And here is our ruse again utilities such as water/sewer to be made available to the highest interest which is the 

southern corner of Hield and Minton. The residents in our serene country setting could be inflicted with the potential for 

storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all day and night. 

I recognize that Mr. Oliver and his partners have invested a substantial amount in these parcels. And I realize they see the 

potential of monies that could come in due to the number of residential structures being developed further north on 

Minton Rd. However, I have issues comprehending how the city and county leaders have not fully understood the influx 

and poor quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd. 

I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 

about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 

is not safe. 

When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 

shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 

cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 

Concerns: 

1. Safety and Traffic: 

a. Hield Road is a narrow two-lane residential road that is 2 ¼ miles long from Minton Road West to the 

Canal. Hield Road is unincorporated Melbourne (Brevard County) from Minton Road to Powell Road. 

From Powell Road West to the end (Canal) is in the City of Palm Bay.  

b. Emergency Vehicles.  Given that Hield Road is a dead-end road with only one way to access Hield and the 

residents living on and off (~500 residents), how quickly could emergency vehicles; ambulance and fire 

access residents in need of possibly life or death situation?  

c. Hield Road (County side) does not have soft swales for vehicles to move over to allow for emergency 

vehicles passage or any other types of vehicles that need to pass. There are only ditches. 

d. We all know the volume of traffic Starbucks or other high traffic businesses create especially during peak 

times. This ADDED volume of traffic to this S.W. Corner of Hield and Minton will only exacerbate an 

already EXISTING traffic nightmare which is also causing this intersection to be becoming a very 

dangerous intersection especially during peak times. Southbound traffic repeatedly blocks the 

intersection preventing proper and safe usage. Drivers IGNORE the “NO U TURN” SIGN by the left turn 

lane from Minton. Many times, this illegal action causes intersection back-up. Drivers are becoming more 

aggressive! Hield residents in photo 1, had the green light, the traffic blocked the intersection causing 

the white truck to maneuver around vehicles in the intersection to go northbound. Photo 2 the 

northbound traffic and residents wishing to turn left onto Hield have the green light but are now blocked 

by the silver vehicle who pulled out of the Publix/Avasa apartments. This is a regular occurrence at this 

intersection. 

  



   

Photo 1 – Hield Residents needing to go  Photo 2 – Vehicle heading southbound from Publix 

North on Minton Rd.    Avasa Apartments. 

e. There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They 

have their fleet of vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, 

there are many trucks and vehicles using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  

f. WE MUST NOT ALLOW these properties to be accessed from Hield Road. Hield Road is residential. Many 

of the larger properties have two or 3 homes. We bought our property for the serenity the area provides 

with abundant wildlife and having an area where neighbors did not have to live on top of one and other. 

Over the years, due to progress wildlife has been continually pushed out of their own habitat by more 

apartments, zero lot line residential housing, and retail businesses.  

g. The Avasa Apartments, added 300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to the roadway, also trying to 

maneuver this intersection, since there is one entrance out of this complex and that is the intersection of 

Minton Rd and Hield Rd. 

h. Brevard County has yet to make the improvements to the Hield Rd that meets Minton as agreed upon 

with the development of the Avasa apartments. Hield Rd was to be modified to include a left-hand turn. 

I am assuming those changes are starting back up with the pressure from Mr. Oliver it appears trucks and 

other equipment like new utility poles are staged once again. 

i. West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) 

and another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd. 

j. I leave my home at various hours in the morning. From 0530 to 0630 the amount of traffic traveling 

northbound on Minton road is ~2-3x more than traffic traveling southbound. The light at Hield road does 

not immediately change for northbound travelers, it is triggered more so by southbound travelers exiting 

Avasa apartments. Since the flow of traffic is ultimately controlled by the Palm Bay Rd and Minton Rd 

intersection and adding a high traffic drive through with customers entering Hield to exit onto Minton 

will add additional cars and wait times.  

  



Photos 3 and 4 are of traffic southbound on Minton Road at 1700 on a Tuesday evening. 

  

Photo 3 Southbound over I95            Photo 4 approaching Hield Road 

2. Infrastructure: 

a. The heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and 

Minton Road, causing possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear 

responsibility for these improvements?   

b. Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the 

roadway. 

3. Pollution: 

a. Noise Pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 

possible delivery trucks.  Definite noise will be the backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air 

pressure, large diesel trucks, and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through 

conducting business in the early morning hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses 

this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or machinery if businesses are allowed to 

operate within. 

b. Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel 

from delivery trucks and increased traffic. The lack of respect of the residents in this area with customers 

littering the roadways and surrounding areas. 

c. The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 

d. Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 

  



 

4. Possible Increased Traffic and Crime 

a. Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. 

There are times residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking 

around.  

b. Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and 

at times, unlawful incidents. 

Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 

Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 

sidewalks.  

We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 

proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents and their safety.  

I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  

Very Respectfully – 

James and Judith Kuhman 



From: Jessica LaFosse
To: Jones, Jennifer; Champion, Kristen
Subject: Heild resident Starbucks opposition
Date: Monday, March 18, 2024 8:24:05 AM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Hello!

My name is Jessica LaFosse and I live at 1602 Willard Rd NW, Palm Bay, FL 32907.
I would like to note that my husband Peter and I would NOT like to have a Starbucks
on the upper corner of Heild rd. I hope this sentiment is helpful to stop the progress
on this matter.

Sincerely,
Jessica LaFosse
813-486-5964

-- 
Jessica LaFosse, Pharm.D.CPh
Learner, Input, Positivity, Developer, Includer

mailto:jessica.lafosse@gmail.com
mailto:jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov
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From: Jones, Jennifer
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: Agenda items 24Z0004, 24S0001
Date: Monday, March 18, 2024 10:18:23 AM

 
 
From: Richard Carter <rsc9@msn.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2024 10:15 AM
To: Jones, Jennifer <jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: Agenda items 24Z0004, 24S0001
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Greetings,
 
As a resident of Hield Rd, I would like to comment on the above agenda items.  I am not
opposed to the development of the land but strongly oppose the use of Hield Rd as an
ingress/egress route.
 
Hield Rd. is a large rural residential neighborhood platted in 1927 as the Melbourne Poultry
Colony.  It consists of 800 ac. surrounded by drainage canals, with one entrance and exit onto
Minton Rd for the hundreds of homes that have been built over the years.  The residents
depend on the free access to Minton Rd for their daily commute to work, school and
shopping.
 
The current traffic situation at the intersection of Minton Rd and Hield Rd is terrible.  The
morning northbound traffic on Minton Rd is backed up to the point that it blocks the
intersection during traffic signal change.  This causes vehicles that are trying to get out of
Hield Rd to wait as many as two or three cycles of the light to exit Hield Rd, taking as much as
5-10 minutes.  The afternoon southbound traffic is worse, with a wait of sometimes 4-5 cycles
of the light, and a wait of 10-15 is not uncommon.
 
As you can see, any additional traffic from a commercial establishment onto Hield Rd would
only exacerbate the problem.
 
There are several solutions.
 
**Deny any development of the property- An unreasonable solution.
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=6CFF9DF0174E41F59A9AF858CD7BA311-JONES, JENN
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**Ingress/egress to the commercial property on Minton Rd only- A better solution, but only
further increases the heavy traffic on Minton Rd near Hield Rd.
 
**Utilize an access road through the existing commercial establishments to the south, putting
the increased traffic onto the Palm Bay Rd extension on the west side of Minton Rd- The best
solution available without major improvements to Minton Rd (six lanes, enlarged/upgraded
intersections at Norfolk Pkwy, Palm Bay Rd and Emerson Dr.), and allows easier traffic flow
into and out of the commercial establishments via the traffic signal at Minton Rd and Palm Bay
Rd.  Entrance only access from Minton Rd would be a viable option for the commercial
property, but may increase illegal U-turns at the northbound Minton at Hield intersection,
which are already a traffic hazard causing several crashes.
 
Please forward this email/information on to the appropriate recipients for their review.
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Richard Carter
4065 Hield Rd. NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
 
Get Outlook for Android

https://aka.ms/AAb9ysg


March 18, 2024 

Jennifer Jones 
Brevard County Planning Commission 

RE: Application Numbers 24Z00004 and 24S00001 

Dear Ms. Jones, 

My name is Warren Newman and I live at 1603 Seabury Point Road, off Hield Road. I have lived there for 
over 26 years. I built a home there when my children were little because it was on a low traffic road with 
lots that were zoned residential/agricultural, and they could safely walk or ride their bikes. I still live 
there, long after they are grown and have moved away, because of those same reasons.  

However, one of the amenities that those of us who live on Hield Road have had to do without, besides 
sewer and water, are fire hydrants. Fortunately, house fires have been pretty rare, but we have had 
some brush fires that required tanker trucks to come out. And luckily, they were there promptly, but can 
you imagine the delays that could be caused between 7 and 8 AM, and 5 and 6 PM on weekdays, from 
increased traffic due to a Starbucks with an entrance/exit onto Hield Road? Even now traffic blocks the 
Hield Road/Minton intersection during those times - sometimes through two or more light cycles. Traffic 
that has already been exacerbated by a day care and a poorly conceived large apartment complex that 
only has 1 entrance/exit on the east side of Minton. The same issue holds true for school busses in the 
morning. 

I am not opposed to progress – I just want to see it planned intelligently so that it doesn’t negatively 
impact the lives of the residents of Hield Road. To that end, I am not opposed to a Starbucks being build 
on the property along Minton Road, south of Hield (although I do question the need for another one). I 
simply do not think it is safe to allow an entrance/exit to any commercial buildings from Hield Road and I 
am also opposed to any lots facing Hield Road being rezoned to commercial. 

In addition, the fact that Palm Bay refused to acquiesce to the same request by this developer due to 
these safety concerns and overwhelming opposition by Hield Road residents, should be enough to vote 
no on this item. 

Regards, 

Warren Newman 

 



From: Jones, Jennifer
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: Application - 24Z00004 - Milton / Hield Rd - Melbourne - Live within 100 Ft
Date: Monday, March 18, 2024 12:01:33 PM

 
 
From: Heather Norman <koolpetsvt@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2024 11:56 AM
To: Jones, Jennifer <jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: Application - 24Z00004 - Milton / Hield Rd - Melbourne - Live within 100 Ft
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Hi Jennifer, 
 
I own 3030 Hield Rd, just across from the proposed land to be rezoned, Application - 24Z00004 - Milton / Hield Rd
- Melbourne.  I never received any notification in the mail from the county regarding the details of the rezoning. My
property is within 100 Ft, and will have direct impacts which no one has contacted me about. Please respond to this
email with any info I should have or mail to my address any info required, thanks.
 
 
I'm sure you are aware of the current issues/concern I wanted to add my own if I can, thank you. 
 
 
Concerns:
Is it possible the commercial owners make/have 2 lanes onto their property, making Hield a 4 lane rd. these new 2
lanes can be solely on their property. 2 lanes on their property with a right and left turn off Hield onto Minton.
 
The existing current 2 Hield lanes will be a left turn into their property and the other lane continues to go straight
further down Hield.
 
These 2 new lanes will make sure the extra traffic leaves Hield. and will help lessen the already backup that happens
during peak traffic hours on Minton and Hield.
 
The current plans as of march 18 shows 1 entrance lane on Hield will have slightly widen to add a middle entrance
left turn into the commercial property. This slight widen center left turn will back up traffic on and off Hield. 
 
An example might be the exiting Hield traffic is backed up at the light, maybe 10 cars backup. say no one wants to
let a person turn into the commercial property, this will be affecting the entering Hield people and causing a backup
to Minton. there is no limit or way to enforce traffic rules. i believe with 2 lanes in and 2 lanes out this is a way to
have the space needed for the now added commercial traffic.
 
I would propose the county lawyers enter some agreement with the commercial owners to solve this major traffic
issue.
 
 
My personal direct impact issues and concerns that will affect my property immediately are unlike the neighbors
concerns. I have a few questions.
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What is happening on my side with my property? Am I losing land as a result of the county accommodating the
commercial owners?
 
What happens to my driveway?  If Hield rd will be  widened, will I now need possible new entrance or exit? Since it
will be clear I will have trouble getting out of the driveway and resulting in a shorter driveway, less frontage. 
 
Is the culvert going to be replaced?
Will my front yard now flood if they remove the culvert for sidewalks or widening?  During the rain season, water
in the culvert gets very high and has come close to flooding my front yard. if proposed this water will now come
closer to my house if not correctly mitigated. 
What is the plan to divert water from the road and not affect my property?
 
 
Thanks, 
Heather Norman
3030 Hield Rd
Melbourne, FL, 32904
email: koolpetsvt@yahoo.com
mobile #: 802-578-2025
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From: Jones, Jennifer
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: ALLBU - 2 with ABDP - Hield Road/Starbucks
Date: Monday, March 18, 2024 12:54:55 PM

 
 
From: Allison Wilson <amaywilson@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2024 12:36 PM
To: Jones, Jennifer <jennifer.jones@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: ALLBU - 2 with ABDP - Hield Road/Starbucks
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To Whom It May Concern,
 
I am a resident of Hield Road. I live on Willard, which is 1.5 miles from Minton. When I first heard
that a Starbucks was planned for the corner of Minton and Hield, I laughed. It was an absurd
location, considering all of the morning traffic is on the east side of Minton going north. The
Starbucks would be on the south side, making it difficult for anyone to get in and out easily. 
 
Then I started to think about the safety issues we're already having at that intersection. Cars block
the intersection during rush hour, in both southbound lanes. I've sat through FOUR cycles of the light
trying to make a left turn onto Minton from Hield, and have had to try to swerve around cars to do
so. People do not obey the "No U-turn" and that makes it dangerous, too. Add to it the number of
new residents, and you are just waiting for accidents to happen. Emergency vehicles won't be able
to get to said accidents, either, due to the traffic problems. Put a Starbucks on that corner and you
assure fender benders or worse.
 
Pedestrians are going to be unsafe while trying to maneuver around this area, too. We have many
who run/walk/bicycle Hield Road for exercise, as it's a fairly quiet road. Moms with strollers are
going to have a hard time being safe with extra traffic at the end of Hield. Bicyclists will be in danger
from people not watching for them, trying to turn into the coffee house. 
 
There is not a turn lane coming southbound. The rush hour traffic backs up past Eber on most days,
and it's for that right most lane. The turn lane to get onto Hield will not be able to handle the traffic
trying to come into Starbucks in the morning. How do they safely exit to go north? There's no room
for that many vehicles to get back onto Hield for the light, certainly not safely. Those who DO obey
the "No U-turn) routinely pull into a close driveway, back up into oncoming traffic on Hield, and then
block the west lane on Hield with their cars, because there isn't room before the light, Having
watched what happens at the Starbucks across from Walmart on Palm Bay Road, people will just line
up in the way of traffic, with no concern for anyone else trying to use the correct lanes of the road. 
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This proposed site is a bad decision, and I hope the commission, and other powers-that-be, will see
it. I'm not opposed to business at that corner. I just want it to be sensible for all involved.
 
I'm also disturbed that this is being done as an end run around the cities, along with having a
meeting when the majority of people opposed to it, myself included, would be unable to attend.
Well played by whomever. That is not said with any respect for the way it's being handled.
 
In Christ,
Allison M. Wilson
www.hearthitting.blogspot.com
"Cease striving and know that I AM God..."  Psalm 46:10
"If a matter is not serious enough to pray about it, then it is not serious enough to worry about - and if it is
serious enough to pray about, and we have prayed about it, then there is no need to worry about it."
James E. Bibbons
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From: Kendra Somberg
To: Commissioner, D1; Commissioner, D2; Commissioner, D3; Commissioner, D4; Commissioner, D5
Subject: BU-1
Date: Thursday, March 21, 2024 4:49:42 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern;

I am a concerned resident who lives off of Hield road and I desperately want to protect the
privacy it currently has! Unfortunately due to my work schedule I am unable to attend the
meetings that are so vital for my voice to be heard. I hope you will accept this email as my
attestation to the proposed plans titled "BU-1" to rezone Hield road. 

When my husband and I purchased our home to raise our family one of the major appeals was
the privacy and "seclusion" Hield road allowed because it was a dead end. To us this meant
less people who lived off the road would be using it which had to equal a safer environment.
Safer for our children, safer for our pets and safer to our property and home. We put a lot of
thought (and money) into our decision on where to build our future and now that vision is
being compromised by Mr Oliver's proposed rezoning. 

Since the building if the apartment complex across the road from Hield road the traffic at that
intersection has increased ten fold. It is not uncommon to sit at the street light, in stopped
traffic at Hield road for multiple cycles before being able to turn onto it. If a drive thru
business of any kind is built on either corner of Hield road and Minton road it will only make
the already bad situation much worse; especially if the entrance is directly on Hield!! I cannot
even begin to imagine what type of business Mr Oliver is proposing for the site but I cannot
think of a single one that would benefit anyone. There are multiple car washes, coffee shops,
fast food places and dollar stores within less than five miles of Hield road. Please stop
overtaking every bit of land with frivolous things!  If this rezoning were to be approved it
would not only increase the already awful traffic but it would invite many more people to joy
ride down my private, safe road that I call home. I do not feel comfortable knowing many
more people would be more likely to  ride down Hield after getting a snack or coffee at the
corner. This town has seen a drastic increase in crime lately and I want to keep my family and
home as safe as possible. I strongly believe approving the rezoning of Hield road will only
open the door to all things negative. In addition to the rezoning it is rumored there is a possible
proposal to add a third lane on Hield road and/or make Hield road a cut through from Jupiter
blvd. I am genuinely confused as to how a third lane is possible. The two lanes are currently
very skinny and can barely accommodate two vehicles (especially large trucks which are
common) passing in opposite lanes at the same time. There is no shoulder on either side and
especially not enough to build a third lane! As far as a cut though from Jupiter road... we
might as well put up a for sale sign now! The increase in traffic and crime (I suspect) would be
astronomical!! There is no good reason to allow anyone except Hield road residents to travel
down that road daily. Many children get on and off the school bus  stops five days a week
which are located DIRECTLY ON  Hield road. I have seen how people drive around our town
and would not feel safe allowing my children to walk with those same individuals driving like
a maniac on the same exact road!! Hield road is known for it's quieter, country-like feel and
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approving any of the proposed plans would destroy every but of that. Please help protect this
sliver of paradise that is left.

 This entire proposal is ludicrous and as a Hield road resident I am hopeful you hear me and
all the others who are opposed. 

I urge you to not think about the financial gain because overall it's not worth it. I implore you
to consider how this will affect the safety and security that is currently had on Hield road. I
beg you to consider if this was happening to you and affecting your home; how would you
feel? I hope you would fight for what is right and not just go with it. Please help me protect
my home and my family's safety. We love our home and would hate to see these harmful
changes approved. 

Sincerely,
A very concerned Hield road resident, Kendra Somberg.



From: Kevin and Natalie Ward
To: Commissioner, D1
Subject: April 4 Meeting
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 8:02:52 AM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

This letter is intended to express our sincere concern and displeasure with the proposal coming before your board on
April 4th regarding the rezoning of the land at the southwest corner of Minton and Hield Roads in West Melbourne. 
As 15 year residents of Hield Road, we have accumulated many frustrating hours of our lives devoted to waiting to
turn in or out of our single access neighborhood.  To put it frankly, there is simply no way adding a drive thru
restaurant, particularly one as popular as Starbucks, to the end of our road will work.

If you have ever seen that intersection you would understand that people are already pushing the limits of safety and,
many times, are not following the traffic laws.  The intersection is frequently blocked by traffic, particularly heading
south on Minton Road.  Even if they add a turn lane, there is nothing to prevent people from continuing to block the
road and/or making illegal u-turns on Minton when heading north to come back south.  It’s frustrating and time
consuming, but we deal with it.  This is a beautiful neighborhood and we deal with the inconvenience that comes
with it.

That being said, there is NO room to expand this road.  There are deep ditches on either side, and even with a
proposed additional lane, there’s no room left for emergency vehicles to travel down to reach residents in need. 
Using Hield road as an entry or exit for Starbucks would take this traffic light from difficult to impossible.  I have
seen the effects Starbucks has had on Palm Bay Road (into the Aldi parking lot) and more recently on 192, causing
back ups on a major roadway with lots of emergency braking.  PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN TO
OUR RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD.  The City of Palm Bay just recently looked into annexing this property
for this same project and, thankfully, decided it was not a wise decision.

We are small business owners ourselves and are very pro-business and development.  It would certainly be naive of
us to expect this lot and the adjacent ones to the south to remain vacant.  But as a zoning issue, we are urging you to
consider keeping the zoning to something more appropriate for the level of traffic we already experience. 
Something without a drive thru!

We very much appreciate your time and consideration and would like to invite you to come to visit Hield Road any
given weekday between the hours of 4-6pm to experience for yourselves the potential disaster that would happen to
this residential road if you were to approve this zoning change.

Thank you,
Kevin and Natalie Ward
4132 Anlow Road
West Melbourne
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From: Commissioner, D3
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: April 4 Meeting
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 10:22:59 AM

Hi Kristen:

Please see the below email to be included in the disclosures for the 4/4/24 Zoning meeting.

Thanks

Carol Richardson, Administrative Aide
County Commissioner John Tobia, District 3    

-----Original Message-----
From: Kevin and Natalie Ward <nkward1@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 8:02 AM
To: Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: April 4 Meeting

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

This letter is intended to express our sincere concern and displeasure with the proposal coming before your board on
April 4th regarding the rezoning of the land at the southwest corner of Minton and Hield Roads in West Melbourne. 
As 15 year residents of Hield Road, we have accumulated many frustrating hours of our lives devoted to waiting to
turn in or out of our single access neighborhood.  To put it frankly, there is simply no way adding a drive thru
restaurant, particularly one as popular as Starbucks, to the end of our road will work.

If you have ever seen that intersection you would understand that people are already pushing the limits of safety and,
many times, are not following the traffic laws.  The intersection is frequently blocked by traffic, particularly heading
south on Minton Road.  Even if they add a turn lane, there is nothing to prevent people from continuing to block the
road and/or making illegal u-turns on Minton when heading north to come back south.  It’s frustrating and time
consuming, but we deal with it.  This is a beautiful neighborhood and we deal with the inconvenience that comes
with it.

That being said, there is NO room to expand this road.  There are deep ditches on either side, and even with a
proposed additional lane, there’s no room left for emergency vehicles to travel down to reach residents in need. 
Using Hield road as an entry or exit for Starbucks would take this traffic light from difficult to impossible.  I have
seen the effects Starbucks has had on Palm Bay Road (into the Aldi parking lot) and more recently on 192, causing
back ups on a major roadway with lots of emergency braking.  PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN TO
OUR RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD.  The City of Palm Bay just recently looked into annexing this property
for this same project and, thankfully, decided it was not a wise decision.

We are small business owners ourselves and are very pro-business and development.  It would certainly be naive of
us to expect this lot and the adjacent ones to the south to remain vacant.  But as a zoning issue, we are urging you to
consider keeping the zoning to something more appropriate for the level of traffic we already experience. 
Something without a drive thru!

We very much appreciate your time and consideration and would like to invite you to come to visit Hield Road any
given weekday between the hours of 4-6pm to experience for yourselves the potential disaster that would happen to
this residential road if you were to approve this zoning change.
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Thank you,
Kevin and Natalie Ward
4132 Anlow Road
West Melbourne



From: Commissioner, D3
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: BU-1
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 10:24:04 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Kristen:
 
Please see the below email to be included in the disclosures for the 4/4/24 Zoning meeting.
 
Thanks
 
 
     

 
 
From: Kendra Somberg <mrssomberg@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2024 4:49 PM
To: Commissioner, D1 <D1.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D2
<D2.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>;
Commissioner, D4 <D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D5
<D5.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: BU-1
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern;
 
I am a concerned resident who lives off of Hield road and I desperately want to protect the privacy it
currently has! Unfortunately due to my work schedule I am unable to attend the meetings that are so
vital for my voice to be heard. I hope you will accept this email as my attestation to the proposed
plans titled "BU-1" to rezone Hield road. 
 
When my husband and I purchased our home to raise our family one of the major appeals was the
privacy and "seclusion" Hield road allowed because it was a dead end. To us this meant less people
who lived off the road would be using it which had to equal a safer environment. Safer for our
children, safer for our pets and safer to our property and home. We put a lot of thought (and money)
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into our decision on where to build our future and now that vision is being compromised by Mr
Oliver's proposed rezoning. 
 
Since the building if the apartment complex across the road from Hield road the traffic at that
intersection has increased ten fold. It is not uncommon to sit at the street light, in stopped traffic at
Hield road for multiple cycles before being able to turn onto it. If a drive thru business of any kind is
built on either corner of Hield road and Minton road it will only make the already bad situation much
worse; especially if the entrance is directly on Hield!! I cannot even begin to imagine what type of
business Mr Oliver is proposing for the site but I cannot think of a single one that would benefit
anyone. There are multiple car washes, coffee shops, fast food places and dollar stores within less
than five miles of Hield road. Please stop overtaking every bit of land with frivolous things!  If this
rezoning were to be approved it would not only increase the already awful traffic but it would invite
many more people to joy ride down my private, safe road that I call home. I do not feel comfortable
knowing many more people would be more likely to  ride down Hield after getting a snack or coffee
at the corner. This town has seen a drastic increase in crime lately and I want to keep my family and
home as safe as possible. I strongly believe approving the rezoning of Hield road will only open the
door to all things negative. In addition to the rezoning it is rumored there is a possible proposal to
add a third lane on Hield road and/or make Hield road a cut through from Jupiter blvd. I am genuinely
confused as to how a third lane is possible. The two lanes are currently very skinny and can barely
accommodate two vehicles (especially large trucks which are common) passing in opposite lanes at
the same time. There is no shoulder on either side and especially not enough to build a third lane! As
far as a cut though from Jupiter road... we might as well put up a for sale sign now! The increase in
traffic and crime (I suspect) would be astronomical!! There is no good reason to allow anyone except
Hield road residents to travel down that road daily. Many children get on and off the school bus 
stops five days a week which are located DIRECTLY ON  Hield road. I have seen how people drive
around our town and would not feel safe allowing my children to walk with those same individuals
driving like a maniac on the same exact road!! Hield road is known for it's quieter, country-like feel
and approving any of the proposed plans would destroy every but of that. Please help protect this
sliver of paradise that is left.
 
 This entire proposal is ludicrous and as a Hield road resident I am hopeful you hear me and all the
others who are opposed. 
 
I urge you to not think about the financial gain because overall it's not worth it. I implore you to
consider how this will affect the safety and security that is currently had on Hield road. I beg you to
consider if this was happening to you and affecting your home; how would you feel? I hope you
would fight for what is right and not just go with it. Please help me protect my home and my family's
safety. We love our home and would hate to see these harmful changes approved. 
 
Sincerely,
A very concerned Hield road resident, Kendra Somberg.



From: suzanne hickman
To: Commissioner, D4
Subject: Rezoning Change Notice 24Z00004
Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2024 8:13:16 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioner Rob Feltner
RE: Rezoning Change Notice 24Z00004
 
 
Change and progress are inevitable!  Having lived on one of the side streets off
of Hield Road for 31 years, many changes have occurred.  Stoplights installed at
the intersection of Minton and Hield, Palm Crossings shopping area, and 
numerous businesses have opened on Hield to name a few.
 
Hield Road and the side streets comprise 275 homes in both West Melbourne
and Palm Bay.  There is one way in and one way out of this dual community. 
So, whatever effects home owners in one area ultimately effects all of the
homeowners in this community.
 
With the increase in homes and apartments along Minton Road, the traffic
volume has increased exponentially at this time.   The current traffic is  causing 
gridlock.  
 
Since new apartments are still under construction and there are new home
additions to be added to the gated communities that use Minton Road as an
entrance, this gridlock will only increase.  Many people will opt to pick up
something from the store  on their way home.
 
Mr. Oliver approached the city of Palm Bay first and was turned down after the
mayor, Rob Medina, drove on Minton Road to assess first hand the current
situation. 
 
Now Mr. Oliver has gone to the county.  In my estimation, he has no intention
of putting a storage unit on that property.  He wants a Starbucks in that
location.  If you were a business man, which would you choose to maximize
your investment?  The answer is pretty clear.

mailto:r_s_hickman@msn.com
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There are currently two Starbucks within  2 miles from the Hield property  up
for rezoning – Norfolk Parkway and Palm Bay Road.
 
The potential for a fatal accident at the Minton and Hield intersection is almost
inevitable if ingress and egress is granted for Hield Road for a high traffic
business.  There is no guarantee that Mr. Oliver will not build a Starbucks if
approval is given for the zoning.
 
I implore you to conceptualize the future traffic on Minton south to Palm Bay
Road since there have been no improvements to that intersection.
 
Other concerns are emergency vehicles might have a difficult time entering or
exiting Hield.  There are no fire hydrants in this area.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
 
 
 
Regards,
 
Suzanne Hickman
1553 Pinetree Lane NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907



From: Commissioner, D3
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: Rezoning Change Notice 24Z00004
Date: Thursday, March 28, 2024 9:43:47 AM
Attachments: image002.png

 
Hi Kristen:
 
Please see the below email to be included in the disclosures for the 4/4/24 Zoning meeting.
 
Thanks!
 
     

 
 
From: suzanne hickman <r_s_hickman@msn.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2024 8:11 PM
To: Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: Rezoning Change Notice 24Z00004
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioner John Tobia

RE: Rezoning Change Notice 24Z00004

 

 

Change and progress are inevitable!  Having lived on one of the side streets off
of Hield Road for 31 years, many changes have occurred.  Stoplights installed at
the intersection of Minton and Hield, Palm Crossings shopping area, and 
numerous businesses have opened on Hield to name a few.
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Hield Road and the side streets comprise 275 homes in both West Melbourne
and Palm Bay.  There is one way in and one way out of this dual community. 
So, whatever effects home owners in one area ultimately effects all of the
homeowners in this community.

 

With the increase in homes and apartments along Minton Road, the traffic
volume has increased exponentially at this time.   The current traffic is  causing 
gridlock.  

 

Since new apartments are still under construction and there are new home
additions to be added to the gated communities that use Minton Road as an
entrance, this gridlock will only increase.  Many people will opt to pick up
something from the store  on their way home.

 

Mr. Oliver approached the city of Palm Bay first and was turned down after the
mayor, Rob Medina, drove on Minton Road to assess first hand the current
situation. 

 

Now Mr. Oliver has gone to the county.  In my estimation, he has no intention
of putting a storage unit on that property.  He wants a Starbucks in that
location.  If you were a business man, which would you choose to maximize
your investment?  The answer is pretty clear.

 

There are currently two Starbucks within  2 miles from the Hield property  up
for rezoning – Norfolk Parkway and Palm Bay Road.

 

The potential for a fatal accident at the Minton and Hield intersection is almost
inevitable if ingress and egress is granted for Hield Road for a high traffic
business.  There is no guarantee that Mr. Oliver will not build a Starbucks if
approval is given for the zoning.



 

I implore you to conceptualize the future traffic on Minton south to Palm Bay
Road since there have been no improvements to that intersection.

 

Other concerns are emergency vehicles might have a difficult time entering or
exiting Hield.  There are no fire hydrants in this area.

 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

 

 

 

Regards,

 

Suzanne Hickman

1553 Pinetree Lane NW

Palm Bay, FL 32907

 



Subject: Opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 & 24Z00004

Date: 4/1/2024

Brevard County Board of County Commissioners,

My family has lived in the Hield Road community for over 30 years and I would like to express my 
strong opposition to the following items to be discussed at the 4/4/2024 County Commission meeting.

I strongly oppose the proposed commercial rezoning of the residential home at 3045 Hield Road 
(Parcel ID 28-36-24-FA-2-1.02). This property is the second home to the left when entering Hield Road
and can only be accessed from Hield Road. Hield Road is a narrow, two-lane road that is not designed 
to safely handle commercial traffic. There are no sidewalks, and no place for pedestrians or bicyclists 
to move off the road as it has steep ditches on both sides extending all the way to Powell Road. There is
already an issue on this part of the road with garbage/recycling containers and yard waste encroaching 
on the narrow lanes since the ditches are so steep on either side.
 
I would also like to express strong opposition for proposed commercial rezoning and annexation of 
properties at the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. This area already has significant traffic 
congestion as noted in Diagram 1 below. Rezoning these properties to allow for high-traffic 
commercial business development, particularly with ingress/egress from Hield Road, will significantly 
and adversely affect the safety of the entire Hield Road community.

Diagram 1: Existing Traffic Flow Issues at Intersection of Minton and Hield Roads



As vehicles are heading east to exit Hield Road, they will prevent traffic from entering or exiting any 
businesses on the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. As vehicles enter Hield Road headed west, 
vehicles that want to enter any businesses on that corner will have to stop and that will quickly back up 
traffic at the entrance to Hield Road and out onto the right southbound lane of Minton Road. Thus the 
proposed ingress/egress from Hield Road does not support a viable traffic flow and creates significant 
safety concerns.

As Hield Road all the way to Powell Road has steep ditches on both sides, there is no way for vehicles, 
including EMS and fire trucks, to get around any traffic congestion created at the entrance to Hield 
Road. Hield Road is an ~2.5-mile-long narrow two-lane road that can only be accessed via the Minton 
Road intersection. If that intersection becomes congested with traffic from commercial businesses, 
EMS and fire vehicles will not be able to gain critical access to a community of over 250 homes and 
roughly 750 acres. Preventing timely access to emergency services like ambulance and fire is a major 
safety concern. Even if a dedicated left turn lane is added on Hield Road for incoming west-bound 
traffic to access the proposed commercial property, this will not prevent traffic from backing up on 
Hield Road and blocking critical emergency service vehicles.

If someone is having a medical emergency, seconds matter in terms of an ambulance being able to 
reach and transport them. In addition, there are no fire hydrants in this community so the Fire 
Department must bring tanker trucks filled with water in order to fight fires. Over the years, there have 
been multiple fires in this area that have spread very quickly. Within minutes, flames can be shooting 
15 to 20 feet over mature treetops. If a fire breaks out in this area, seconds matter. If tanker trucks are 
delayed getting into the area or leaving to refill, that could very well be the difference between a 
catastrophic loss of property and potentially life, and containment of the fire.

At the 9/14/2023 Hield Road community meeting, Attorney Cole Oliver could not answer as to why the
developer he represents would not move forward without ingress/egress from Hield Road despite 
putting the safety of an entire community at risk. I suspect that the developer views additional access 
points as potential for increased revenue. If a developer is willing to put the safety of an entire 
community at risk for increased revenue, I would hope that the county would not support such a 
developer. Certainly other developers could be identified with an acceptable level of social conscience.

I greatly appreciate your time in review and consideration of these points, as well as your continued 
service to this community.

Thank you and regards,

Michele Smith
4296 Hield Road NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907



From: Commissioner, D3
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: FW: Opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 & 24Z00004
Date: Monday, April 1, 2024 9:07:57 AM
Attachments: Opposition Letter to County Commission_Apr 2024.pdf
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Hi Kristen:
 
Please see the attached letter to be included in the disclosures for the 4/4/24 Zoning
meeting.
 
Thanks!
 
     

 
 
From: Derek Smith <smittyta@netzero.net> 
Sent: Sunday, March 31, 2024 10:24 PM
To: Commissioner, D1 <D1.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D2
<D2.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>;
Commissioner, D4 <D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D5
<D5.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: Opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 & 24Z00004
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Brevard County Commissioners,
 
Attached is a letter expressing my opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 and
24Z00004, which will be on the agenda for the April 4th, 2024 meeting.
 
Regards,
Michele Smith

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=42457118CFD04EEABCD45F0E942A5DAA-COMMISSIONE
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Subject: Opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 & 24Z00004


Date: 4/1/2024


Brevard County Board of County Commissioners,


My family has lived in the Hield Road community for over 30 years and I would like to express my 
strong opposition to the following items to be discussed at the 4/4/2024 County Commission meeting.


I strongly oppose the proposed commercial rezoning of the residential home at 3045 Hield Road 
(Parcel ID 28-36-24-FA-2-1.02). This property is the second home to the left when entering Hield Road
and can only be accessed from Hield Road. Hield Road is a narrow, two-lane road that is not designed 
to safely handle commercial traffic. There are no sidewalks, and no place for pedestrians or bicyclists 
to move off the road as it has steep ditches on both sides extending all the way to Powell Road. There is
already an issue on this part of the road with garbage/recycling containers and yard waste encroaching 
on the narrow lanes since the ditches are so steep on either side.
 
I would also like to express strong opposition for proposed commercial rezoning and annexation of 
properties at the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. This area already has significant traffic 
congestion as noted in Diagram 1 below. Rezoning these properties to allow for high-traffic 
commercial business development, particularly with ingress/egress from Hield Road, will significantly 
and adversely affect the safety of the entire Hield Road community.


Diagram 1: Existing Traffic Flow Issues at Intersection of Minton and Hield Roads







As vehicles are heading east to exit Hield Road, they will prevent traffic from entering or exiting any 
businesses on the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. As vehicles enter Hield Road headed west, 
vehicles that want to enter any businesses on that corner will have to stop and that will quickly back up 
traffic at the entrance to Hield Road and out onto the right southbound lane of Minton Road. Thus the 
proposed ingress/egress from Hield Road does not support a viable traffic flow and creates significant 
safety concerns.


As Hield Road all the way to Powell Road has steep ditches on both sides, there is no way for vehicles, 
including EMS and fire trucks, to get around any traffic congestion created at the entrance to Hield 
Road. Hield Road is an ~2.5-mile-long narrow two-lane road that can only be accessed via the Minton 
Road intersection. If that intersection becomes congested with traffic from commercial businesses, 
EMS and fire vehicles will not be able to gain critical access to a community of over 250 homes and 
roughly 750 acres. Preventing timely access to emergency services like ambulance and fire is a major 
safety concern. Even if a dedicated left turn lane is added on Hield Road for incoming west-bound 
traffic to access the proposed commercial property, this will not prevent traffic from backing up on 
Hield Road and blocking critical emergency service vehicles.


If someone is having a medical emergency, seconds matter in terms of an ambulance being able to 
reach and transport them. In addition, there are no fire hydrants in this community so the Fire 
Department must bring tanker trucks filled with water in order to fight fires. Over the years, there have 
been multiple fires in this area that have spread very quickly. Within minutes, flames can be shooting 
15 to 20 feet over mature treetops. If a fire breaks out in this area, seconds matter. If tanker trucks are 
delayed getting into the area or leaving to refill, that could very well be the difference between a 
catastrophic loss of property and potentially life, and containment of the fire.


At the 9/14/2023 Hield Road community meeting, Attorney Cole Oliver could not answer as to why the
developer he represents would not move forward without ingress/egress from Hield Road despite 
putting the safety of an entire community at risk. I suspect that the developer views additional access 
points as potential for increased revenue. If a developer is willing to put the safety of an entire 
community at risk for increased revenue, I would hope that the county would not support such a 
developer. Certainly other developers could be identified with an acceptable level of social conscience.


I greatly appreciate your time in review and consideration of these points, as well as your continued 
service to this community.


Thank you and regards,


Michele Smith
4296 Hield Road NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907








Subject: Opposition to Brevard County Commission Items 24SS00001 & 24Z00004

Date: 4/1/2024

Brevard County Board of County Commissioners,

My family has lived in the Hield Road community for over 30 years and I would like to express my 
strong opposition to the following items to be discussed at the 4/4/2024 County Commission meeting.

I strongly oppose the proposed commercial rezoning of the residential home at 3045 Hield Road 
(Parcel ID 28-36-24-FA-2-1.02). This property is the second home to the left when entering Hield Road
and can only be accessed from Hield Road. Hield Road is a narrow, two-lane road that is not designed 
to safely handle commercial traffic. There are no sidewalks, and no place for pedestrians or bicyclists 
to move off the road as it has steep ditches on both sides extending all the way to Powell Road. There is
already an issue on this part of the road with garbage/recycling containers and yard waste encroaching 
on the narrow lanes since the ditches are so steep on either side.
 
I would also like to express strong opposition for proposed commercial rezoning and annexation of 
properties at the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. This area already has significant traffic 
congestion as noted in Diagram 1 below. Rezoning these properties to allow for high-traffic 
commercial business development, particularly with ingress/egress from Hield Road, will significantly 
and adversely affect the safety of the entire Hield Road community.

Diagram 1: Existing Traffic Flow Issues at Intersection of Minton and Hield Roads



As vehicles are heading east to exit Hield Road, they will prevent traffic from entering or exiting any 
businesses on the SW corner of Minton and Hield Road. As vehicles enter Hield Road headed west, 
vehicles that want to enter any businesses on that corner will have to stop and that will quickly back up 
traffic at the entrance to Hield Road and out onto the right southbound lane of Minton Road. Thus the 
proposed ingress/egress from Hield Road does not support a viable traffic flow and creates significant 
safety concerns.

As Hield Road all the way to Powell Road has steep ditches on both sides, there is no way for vehicles, 
including EMS and fire trucks, to get around any traffic congestion created at the entrance to Hield 
Road. Hield Road is an ~2.5-mile-long narrow two-lane road that can only be accessed via the Minton 
Road intersection. If that intersection becomes congested with traffic from commercial businesses, 
EMS and fire vehicles will not be able to gain critical access to a community of over 250 homes and 
roughly 750 acres. Preventing timely access to emergency services like ambulance and fire is a major 
safety concern. Even if a dedicated left turn lane is added on Hield Road for incoming west-bound 
traffic to access the proposed commercial property, this will not prevent traffic from backing up on 
Hield Road and blocking critical emergency service vehicles.

If someone is having a medical emergency, seconds matter in terms of an ambulance being able to 
reach and transport them. In addition, there are no fire hydrants in this community so the Fire 
Department must bring tanker trucks filled with water in order to fight fires. Over the years, there have 
been multiple fires in this area that have spread very quickly. Within minutes, flames can be shooting 
15 to 20 feet over mature treetops. If a fire breaks out in this area, seconds matter. If tanker trucks are 
delayed getting into the area or leaving to refill, that could very well be the difference between a 
catastrophic loss of property and potentially life, and containment of the fire.

At the 9/14/2023 Hield Road community meeting, Attorney Cole Oliver could not answer as to why the
developer he represents would not move forward without ingress/egress from Hield Road despite 
putting the safety of an entire community at risk. I suspect that the developer views additional access 
points as potential for increased revenue. If a developer is willing to put the safety of an entire 
community at risk for increased revenue, I would hope that the county would not support such a 
developer. Certainly other developers could be identified with an acceptable level of social conscience.

I greatly appreciate your time in review and consideration of these points, as well as your continued 
service to this community.

Thank you and regards,

Michele Smith
4296 Hield Road NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907



From: Mascellino, Carol
To: Champion, Kristen
Cc: Commissioner, D4; Bellak, Christine; Wines, Katie
Subject: Public Comment - 24SS00001 & 24Z00004
Date: Monday, April 1, 2024 10:06:40 AM
Attachments: Public Comment 24SS00001 & 24Z00004_Smith.pdf
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Good morning Kristen,
 
On behalf of Commissioner Feltner, please see attached.
 
Thank you.
 
 
 
Carol Mascellino, Chief of Staff
County Commissioner Rob Feltner, District 4
Brevard County Board of County Commissioners
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Building C, Suite 214
Viera, FL 32940
PH: 321-633-2044
www.brevardfl.gov
 
 
 
Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to and from the offices of
elected officials are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may,
therefore, be subject to public disclosure.
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From: Tobia, John
To: Oliver-External, Cole
Subject: FW: April 4 Meeting
Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 10:02:00 AM

FYI.

Sincerely,
 

John Tobia
County Commissioner, District 3

-----Original Message-----
From: Kevin and Natalie Ward <nkward1@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2024 8:02 AM
To: Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: April 4 Meeting

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content
is safe.

This letter is intended to express our sincere concern and displeasure with the proposal coming before your board on
April 4th regarding the rezoning of the land at the southwest corner of Minton and Hield Roads in West Melbourne. 
As 15 year residents of Hield Road, we have accumulated many frustrating hours of our lives devoted to waiting to
turn in or out of our single access neighborhood.  To put it frankly, there is simply no way adding a drive thru
restaurant, particularly one as popular as Starbucks, to the end of our road will work.

If you have ever seen that intersection you would understand that people are already pushing the limits of safety and,
many times, are not following the traffic laws.  The intersection is frequently blocked by traffic, particularly heading
south on Minton Road.  Even if they add a turn lane, there is nothing to prevent people from continuing to block the
road and/or making illegal u-turns on Minton when heading north to come back south.  It’s frustrating and time
consuming, but we deal with it.  This is a beautiful neighborhood and we deal with the inconvenience that comes
with it.

That being said, there is NO room to expand this road.  There are deep ditches on either side, and even with a
proposed additional lane, there’s no room left for emergency vehicles to travel down to reach residents in need. 
Using Hield road as an entry or exit for Starbucks would take this traffic light from difficult to impossible.  I have
seen the effects Starbucks has had on Palm Bay Road (into the Aldi parking lot) and more recently on 192, causing
back ups on a major roadway with lots of emergency braking.  PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN TO
OUR RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD.  The City of Palm Bay just recently looked into annexing this property
for this same project and, thankfully, decided it was not a wise decision.

We are small business owners ourselves and are very pro-business and development.  It would certainly be naive of
us to expect this lot and the adjacent ones to the south to remain vacant.  But as a zoning issue, we are urging you to
consider keeping the zoning to something more appropriate for the level of traffic we already experience. 
Something without a drive thru!

We very much appreciate your time and consideration and would like to invite you to come to visit Hield Road any
given weekday between the hours of 4-6pm to experience for yourselves the potential disaster that would happen to
this residential road if you were to approve this zoning change.

Thank you,

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C57962FC6ED54BA195DFAE7C3947C1F9-TOBIA, JOHN
mailto:coliver@rosswayswan.com


Kevin and Natalie Ward
4132 Anlow Road
West Melbourne



From: Tobia, John
To: Oliver-External, Cole
Subject: FW: BU-1
Date: Monday, March 25, 2024 9:07:00 AM

FYI.
 
 
Sincerely,
 

John Tobia
County Commissioner, District 3
 

 
 
 

From: Kendra Somberg <mrssomberg@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2024 4:49 PM
To: Commissioner, D1 <D1.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D2
<D2.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D3 <d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov>;
Commissioner, D4 <D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>; Commissioner, D5
<D5.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: BU-1
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To whom it may concern;
 
I am a concerned resident who lives off of Hield road and I desperately want to protect the privacy it
currently has! Unfortunately due to my work schedule I am unable to attend the meetings that are
so vital for my voice to be heard. I hope you will accept this email as my attestation to the proposed
plans titled "BU-1" to rezone Hield road. 
 
When my husband and I purchased our home to raise our family one of the major appeals was the
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privacy and "seclusion" Hield road allowed because it was a dead end. To us this meant less people
who lived off the road would be using it which had to equal a safer environment. Safer for our
children, safer for our pets and safer to our property and home. We put a lot of thought (and
money) into our decision on where to build our future and now that vision is being compromised by
Mr Oliver's proposed rezoning. 
 
Since the building if the apartment complex across the road from Hield road the traffic at that
intersection has increased ten fold. It is not uncommon to sit at the street light, in stopped traffic at
Hield road for multiple cycles before being able to turn onto it. If a drive thru business of any kind is
built on either corner of Hield road and Minton road it will only make the already bad situation much
worse; especially if the entrance is directly on Hield!! I cannot even begin to imagine what type of
business Mr Oliver is proposing for the site but I cannot think of a single one that would benefit
anyone. There are multiple car washes, coffee shops, fast food places and dollar stores within less
than five miles of Hield road. Please stop overtaking every bit of land with frivolous things!  If this
rezoning were to be approved it would not only increase the already awful traffic but it would invite
many more people to joy ride down my private, safe road that I call home. I do not feel comfortable
knowing many more people would be more likely to  ride down Hield after getting a snack or coffee
at the corner. This town has seen a drastic increase in crime lately and I want to keep my family and
home as safe as possible. I strongly believe approving the rezoning of Hield road will only open the
door to all things negative. In addition to the rezoning it is rumored there is a possible proposal to
add a third lane on Hield road and/or make Hield road a cut through from Jupiter blvd. I am
genuinely confused as to how a third lane is possible. The two lanes are currently very skinny and
can barely accommodate two vehicles (especially large trucks which are common) passing in
opposite lanes at the same time. There is no shoulder on either side and especially not enough to
build a third lane! As far as a cut though from Jupiter road... we might as well put up a for sale sign
now! The increase in traffic and crime (I suspect) would be astronomical!! There is no good reason
to allow anyone except Hield road residents to travel down that road daily. Many children get on and
off the school bus  stops five days a week which are located DIRECTLY ON  Hield road. I have seen
how people drive around our town and would not feel safe allowing my children to walk with those
same individuals driving like a maniac on the same exact road!! Hield road is known for it's quieter,
country-like feel and approving any of the proposed plans would destroy every but of that. Please
help protect this sliver of paradise that is left.
 
 This entire proposal is ludicrous and as a Hield road resident I am hopeful you hear me and all the
others who are opposed. 
 
I urge you to not think about the financial gain because overall it's not worth it. I implore you to
consider how this will affect the safety and security that is currently had on Hield road. I beg you to
consider if this was happening to you and affecting your home; how would you feel? I hope you
would fight for what is right and not just go with it. Please help me protect my home and my family's
safety. We love our home and would hate to see these harmful changes approved. 
 
Sincerely,
A very concerned Hield road resident, Kendra Somberg.



From: Sue Shep
To: Susan Shepherd
Cc: Commissioner, D5; Commissioner, D3; Champion, Kristen; Commissioner, D1; Commissioner, D4; Commissioner,

D2
Subject: Opposition to Rezoning Request 24Z00004 Commissioners" Meeting 4-4-2024 - Hield and Minton Roads
Date: Monday, April 1, 2024 5:03:36 PM
Attachments: Brev Cty & City of WM Signed Traffic Impact Fee Agmt 2021.pdf

Corrina Gumm Brev Cty Response to my Em on Traffic - 6-30-2023.pdf

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

To:  Brevard County Commissioners
From:    Sarah and Rick Shepherd, 4212 Hield Road, NW, Palm Bay, FL
(Mailing: P.O.Box 120177, W. Melb., FL  32912-0177)

I come before you to state the Residents of Hield Road understand and
know there will be future businesses on the stretch from Hield and Minton
Road South to the Affordable Trailer business on Minton just North of Palm
Bay Road.  However, their negative impact to the surrounding residential
area must be minimal. 

A few of the items to be discussed at the Brevard County Commissioners'
Meeting April 4, 2024:

1.  I come before you to state the Residents strongly oppose the proposed
request per the conceptual site plan for Ingress/Egress from Hield Road
with a west-bound left turn lane on Hield into Mr. Oliver's property.

2.  I come before you to state the Residents of Hield Road strongly oppose
the proposed rezoning of the corner property of Hield and Minton to "BU-
1".  It should remain to be rezoned to (preferrably) Community
Commercial or at least to "BU-2".

3.  I come before you to state the Residents of Hield Road strongly oppose
the proposed rezoning to "BU-1" of the residential home at 3045 Hield
Road, (Parcel ID 28-36-24-FA-2-1.02).  This property is the second home
to the left when entering Hield Road and can ONLY be accessed from Hield
Road.  This property is surrounded by all residential properties.

Comments to Items below:

ITEM #1:

*    Daily, particularly during peak hours, which is now starting at
approximately 3 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.; the traffic becomes stacked up from
the Minton Road Overpass South to Palm Bay Road.
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EFIEVAFI
BOARD OF COUNTV COMMISSIONERS


FLORIDffS SPACE GOAST


Kimberly Powell, Cterk to the Board, 400 South Street o p.O. Box g99, Titusville, Florida 32781{999 Telephone: (321 ) 697-2001
Fax: (021) 2U-6572


Kimberly. Powell @ brevardclerk. us


December 3,2021


M E M O RA N D U M


To: Tad calkins, Planning and Development Director Attn: Jeffrey Ball


RE: ltem H.11., Approval of Traffic lmpact Fee Credit/Reimbursement Agreement
between Brevard County, the City of West Melbourne, and DHIC-Hammock
Landing, LLC


The Board of County Commissioners, in regular session on Decem ber 2,2021 , approved
the Traffic lmpact Fee Credit/Reimbursement Agreement with the C1y of West Melbourne
and DHlc-Hammock Landing. Encrosed is a fully-executed Agreement.


Your continued cooperation is always appreciated.


Sincerely,


BOARD O COUNTY C MISSIONERS
E


berly Powell, to the Board


Encl. (1)


cc: Finance
Budget


PB,NTED ON RECYCLED PAPER







This Agreement prepared by:


Scott A. Glass, Esq.
300 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 1000
Orlando, FL 32801


After recording return to:
Departnent Dircctor
Brward County Planning & Development Deparfinent
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Suite A-l 14
Vierg FL 32940


THIS AGREEMENT' entered into thifnd Ouv ofbf.Uda( Zl[bvand between
the Board of Countj, Commissioners of Brevrd County, f,'loridr, a potitical subdivision of the
State of Florida, whose address is 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Vierao Florida, 32940,
(hereinafter referred to as *County"), CilV of West Melbounre, f,'Ioridr, a Florida municipal
corporation, whose address is 2240 Minton Road, West Melboume, Florida 32904 (hereinafler
refened to as "City"), an6 DHIC - Hammock Landing LLC, a Delaware limited liability


' company registered to do business in the State of Florida, whose address is c/o D.R. Horton, Inc.,
l34l Horton Circle, Arlington, TX 76011 (hereinafter referred to as "Developet'), is based on the
following premises.


RECITALS:


WHEREAS, on Januar5r 17,1989 the County adopted Ordinance 89-04 which amended
the Code of Iaws and ordinances of Brevard County, Florida to include Article XI known as the


"Brevard Cormty Transportation Impact Fee Ordinance' (hereinafter referred to as the
sordinance'); and


WIIEREAS, the County and City entered into an interlocal agrcement (the "Interlocal
Agreemenf') executed on April 11, 1989 by the City and May 16, 1989 by the County, providing
for the participation by the City in the program created by the Ordinance; and


WHEREAS, the provisions of the Ordinance are applicable within the incorporatcd limits
of the City including the real property owned by the Developers; and


WIIEREAS' City and County tranqportation impact fee odinances provide a mechanism
for credits against Impact Fees for qualifring conbibutions towards off-site hansportation
improvements, and further provide that no credit shall exceed the assessed tansportation impact
fee for the land development activity awarded the credit; and


WIIEREAS, the Ordinance includes a provision for awarding impact fee reimbursements
in lieu of impact fee credits for quali$ing contributions towards off-site improvements and further
provides that suoh reimbursements shall not exceed the assessed transportation impact fee for the
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land development activity awarded the reimbursement, the estimated total cost of the qualiSing
contribution, or the actual cost of the qualiffing contibution, whichever is lowest; and


WHEREAS, the Ordinance includes aschedule oflmpact Fees assessable againstthe users


of property for the public purpose of requiring new developments to pay their fair share of the


impacts attributable to said development on the Brevard County transportation network; and


WHEREAS, Developer is the owner of approximately 30 acres of property generally
located east of Minton Road, south ofNorfolk Parkway, as more panioularly described on E&!D!!
"A'attached hereto and incorporated hercin by this reference (the'?roperty'); and


WHEREAS, the Developer has received approval from the Crty to constuct a 12 building,
300 dwelling unit residential aparhnent project with attendant amenities known as Ascend at
Harrmock Landing (the'?rojecf ); and


WIIREAS, pursuant to the adopted Transportation schedule of Impact Fees, the
calculated impact fee for the Project is $714,300.00; and


WHEREAST the Crty of West Melbourne's duly adopted Comprehensive Plan contains a
transportation concurrency requirement to ensur€ that the City's road network operates at adopted
levels ofservice; and


WIIEREAS, provisions of the Interlocal Agreement stipulate that the City shall require,
as a condition precedent to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the presentation of an impact
fee voucher that affrm*ively states that the applicant has paid the applicabls imFact fee for ttre
particular stnrctue or development; and


WHEREAS, the Ascend Hammock Landing Propofiionate Share Memorandum prepared
by Lassiter Transportation Group, Inc., dated July 19, 2A21, acopy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit "Bt' (the *LTG Memo') has been approved by the Cormty and City and states that the
Project will generate I ,633 ADT including I 08 AM Peak-Hour uips and 132 PM Peak Hour tips;
and


WHEREAS, Developer shall make certain improvements to the intersection of Minton
Road and Hield Road (at the Project driveway) as set forth in the LTG Memo (the "Intersection
Improvemenb'); and


WIIEREAS, the Intersection lmprovements to be constructed by Developer are expected
to further improve traffic safety on Minton Road and Hield Road, and the additional capacily
created by the Intenection lmprovements will accommodate traffic that is not generated by the
Project; and


WHEREAS, the Intersection Improvements shall be consbructed according to the design
specifications of Brevard County, which shall be incorporated in the plans being submitted for
review and approval; and
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WHEREAS, the estimated cost of the Intersection Improvement, including a 20o/o
contingency allowance, is Nine Hundred Forty-Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-Three
Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents ($947,763.69); and


WIIEREAS, pursuant to Table 7 of the LTG Memo, completion of the Intersection
will increase capacity by 288 ADT, of which 127 ADT shall be consumed by the


Project" and thus, pwsuant to the City of West Melbourne's duly adopted Comprehensive Plan
tansportation concurrency requirement and enabling ordinances, and the agrcement ofthe parties,
the Developer's share of the cost of the Intersection Improvements shall be 44.10o/oof the actual
cost of the Intersection Improvements (the "Developer's Share'); and


WIIEREAS, Brevard County has previously enacted moratoria on the collection of impact
fees; and


WHEREAS, Brevard County, as a governing body, has ttre rigbt to rescind impaot fees,
reduce impact fees, or stay the collection of impact fees; and


WIIEREAS, Brevard County cannot commit to make payments of fees that are not
collected, and, therefore the panies recognize that if impact fees are eliminated, stayed or reduced
Brevard County's obligations to make payments herermder shall likewise be eliminated, stayed or
reduced; and


WHEREAS, the City is responsible for issuance ofbuilding permits on the Property based
uponthe County verifying the tip availability or capacity; and


WHEREAS, Developer shall be responsible for and pay for the Intersection Improvements
described herein, in retum for which ttre CiU and C-outy agree that all Traffic Impact Fees
collected by the City and/or County on the Property shall be pipelined into and paid to Developer
up to the macimum amount of hnpact Fee Credits eligible for the Intersection Improvements as
calculated in this Agreemen! provided that in no event shall the amount paid to Developer exceed
the amount authorized in this Agreement or paid by Developer for non-site improvements,
whichever is less; and


WIIEREAS, the City aud Courty do not offset any Transporation Impact Fee Credits
ageinsl the Traffic Impact Fee charged, but rather the fees are collected by the County and,
thereafrer, palment of the Credits authorized pursuant to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be paid dircctly to Developer; and


WHEREAS, Chapter 62,Land Development Regulations, Article V, Division 4, of the
Code of Ordinances of Brevard County, Florida" comnonly known as the "Brevard County
Transportation Impact Fee Ondinance"" is also applicable within the incorporated limits ofthe City
puNuant to Interlocal Agreements between the City and County and sets forth a schedule of impact
fees assessable against the development ofproperty; and
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WHEREAS, the City and County desire to utilize the provisions of the Florida Local
Govemment Development Agreement Act in order to promote the stated goals and objectives of
such Act in Brevard County by entering into this Agreemen! and


WHEREAS, the design and construction of the Intersection Improvements is consistent
with and serves to implementthe City's Comprehensive Plan; and


WHEREAS, Developer wishes to document its authorization to implement ttre Project
subject to the conditions set forth herein and that the Project is vested for development and
transportation concurrency for a period not to exceed ten (10) years; and


WHEREAS, on April 20,2A21, the City and Developer entered into a Hold Harmless
Agreement with Requirement to Post Bond, which agreement allowed the Developer to commence
horizontal site work and obtain building slab permits pursuant to an approved final site plan, and
required the Developer to timely enter into this Agreement and constuct the Intersection
Improvements.


NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, and for
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged by all parties, the parties hereto agree as follows:


1 Recitals. The foregoing recitals are hereby ratified and approved and made a part of this
Agreement.


2. Intergection Imorovements. Developer shall be responsible to pay for and constuct the
Intersection Lnprovements pursuant to the design and engineering plans prepared, or to be
pr€parc4 by Lassiter Transportation Group, Inc., as such plans are ultimately reviewed and
approved by Developer and County. The Intersection Improvements shall be constructed
in compliance with a duly issued Brevard County Right of Way Pennit. Work on the
Intersection Irnprovements shall commenoe within twenty-foru (24) months of adoption of
this Agreement by all parties, subject only to Developer obtaining all of the necessary
goverDnent permits for the Intersection Improvements, and finish within twelve (12)
months thereafter. In the event that any party shall be delayed or prevented from
performing any act required by this Agreement by reasons of aots of God, stikes, Iockouts,
labor toubles, inability to procure materials, failure of power, riots, inzunection, wan,
pandemic or other reason of a like nature not the fault of the hindered party, then
performance of such acts shall be excused for the period of delay snd the period for the
performance of such acts shall be extended for a period equivalent to the period of delay
provided however, that any such extension shall not extend the ten (10) year duration of
this Agreement as hereinafter set forth. Prior to the commencement of any work on the
Project, Developer shall notifu the County and City that is ready to proceed.


3. Enqinecr's Opinig+ of Costs. The Engineer's Opinion of Costs (hereinafter the*Estimated Cosf) for completing the Intersection Improvements in accordance with the
requirements of this Agreement and the Plans are itemized in Exhibit (CD 


attached hereto
and by this reference made a part hereof. For the purpose of calculating the amount of
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transportation impact fee credit due Developer, the Engineer's Opinion of Costs shall have
the same meaning as estimated costs in the Ordinance. The estimated cost of the
Intersection Improvements, including a 20o/o contingency allowance, is Nine Hundred
Forty-Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-Three Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents
($947,?63.69). Notwithstanding the abovg Developer shall be responsible for payment of
all costs of the lntersection Improvements under this Agreemenl


4. The
Developer's Share of the cost of the Intersection Improvements shall be tA.l,V/o of the
actual cost of the Intersection Improvements. Prior to issuance of the first building permit
for vertical constuction of a residential apartrrent building on the Property, Developer
shall pay no less than 44.10o/o of the estimated cost of the Intersection Improvernents, to
wit, Fou Hundred Seventeen Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty-Threo Dollars and Seventy-
Nine Cents ($417,963.79), in Transportation ImFact Fees for the Project Developer shall
also post a performance bond ensuring completion of the Intersection Improvements in a
timely manner as set forth herein. The Dgveloper's Share shall not be eligible for
Transportation Impact Fee reimbursement. To the extent Developer pays Tranqportation
Impact Fees for the Project over and above the Developer's Share, the County shall hold
such amount(s) in order to use the same to reimburse Developer as provided in Section 7,
below. Once Developerhas rpceived all reimbursement to which it is entitled, the County
shall be free to use any remaining Transportation Impact Fees collected from the Project
in the s$ne manner as it could use any other Transportation Lnpact Fee.


5. Deliven bv Develonerts Certificate of Comoletlon. Upon the delivery by Developer
and/or its agents of its Certificate of Completion by County and request for final inspection
of the Intersection Inprovements, and the issuance of final "As Built" plans, the County
within five (5) days thereafter shall conduct remaining inspections, if any, and issue its
Certificate of Completion or, in the event of any deficiencies, state in urriting the specifics
of the deficiency, and Developer shall within thirty (30) days thereafter commence to
satisfu any deficiencies, and diligently puniue the correction of the deficiency. After
correction of the deficiencies the County shall issue its Certificate of Completion within
five (5) days of the additional submittal. Road construction shall be inspected by the
County's Developme,rrt Inspection Group, and Developer shall pay all fees associated with
such review.


6. Statement of Actual Costs. Within thirty (30) days from the date that the County and
City issue their respective certificates of completion for the Intenection Improvements,
Developer shall provide to the City and County a statement of the actual cost of the
Intersection Improvements, which stratement shall be certified by an engineer of record.
The County and City shall have thirty (30) days to review the costs for eligibility and
reasonableness and approve the engineer's certificatioru [n the event the City or County
does not approve the engineer's certification of cos! the parties shall, within fifteen (15)
days of rejection of such certificatioru choose a mutually acceptable engineer familiar with
road design and construction to arbitrate the dispute. The parties shall be bound by said
engineer's determination of the actual total cost of eligible improvements. The party or
parties disputing the engineer's certification of cost and the Developer shall split the cost
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ofthe outside engineer evenly, i.e., if only one government agency disputes the certification
of cost that entity and the Developer will split the cost of having an outside engineer resolve
the disputg but if both government entities dispute the certification the cost shall be split
one-third, one-third and one-third.


7. Imnact Fee Credit4.eimbursement In consideration of the financial expenses
associated with the construction of the Intersection Improvements described in Paragraph
2 above, Developer secks Impact Fee Reimbusemenl To qualifu for Impact Fee
Reimburseme,nt, Developer must fust quali$ for Impact Fee Credit. The City and County
agree that Developer and its successo$ in interest shall enjoy the benefit of qualiffing for
a credit against any Transportation Lnpact Fees that may be assessed (hereinafter referred
to as the "fmpact Fee Credif') on new construction on the Property. The Impact Fee
Credit shall be determined and awarded in accordance with Brevard County Transportation
Impact Fee Ordinance. The amount of the Impact Fee Credit shall not exceed the actual
cost of consbucting the Interseotion Improvements or the Estimated Cosq whichwer is
less, plus the actual cost of any ohange orders for non-site-specific improvements to the
ext€nt such change orders ar€ approved in writing by each and every party hereto, and less
the Developer's Share; nor shall it exceed the actual cumulative amount of Transportation
Impact Fees assessed forthe Project. The qualifications for an Impact Fee Credig iucluding
those under the Ordinance shall be used as the basis for Impact Fee Reimbursement. No
actual credits against impact fees are to be awarded, rather, in lieu of impact fee credit,
reimbursement of impaot fees shall be made from impact fees collected up to the amount
qualified to be an Impact Fee Credit. The reimbtrsement proc€ss will be referred to as the
'.CreditlReimbuttemenf '.


8. Transferabilitv of Impact tr'ee Credit/Reimbu$ement The Impact Fee
Credit/Reimbursement shall be applicable to Transportation Impact Fees that may be
assessed on new consEuction on tbe Property. The Impact Fee Credits/Reimbursement are
assignable and transferable at any time after establishment from one development or parcel
to any other that is within the same impact fee zone or impact fee distict or that is within
an adjoining impact fee zone or impact fee district within the same local govemment
jurisdiotion and receives benefits from the improvement or contibution that generated the
sredits. In no event shall Developer or its successor in interest enjoy the benefit ofthe
Impact Fee Credit/Reimbursement more than ten (10) years from the effective date of this
Agreement. Any unused creditlreimbursement qualification shall be forfeited at the
expiration of such ten (10) year period, and in no evc,nt shall it b rcimbursed or redeemable
for cash or other valuable consideration other than the Impact Fee Credit/Reimbrusement
described herein. The County agrees that any and all Transportation lnpact Fees it receives
from the Property, regardless of who the current owner of the Property, or any portion
thereoi may be, shall be forwarded to and/or reimbursed directly to Developer up to the
total amount of the Impact Fee Credit, if said fees are received within ten (10) years from
the efrective date of this Agreement. In the event no Inrpact Fees are imposed or Impact
Fees are eliminate4 County shall not owe Developer or be liable to Developer for any
money compensation or other consideration as a result of this Agreement.
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9. Vestine. The parties hereto recognize thar the Property is within thejurisdiction ofthe City
and that the City has jurisdiction over the Property for permitting purposes other than
County road connection permits and othq state, federal or regional permitting
requirements. The Parties hereby acknowledge that the County has performed a
concurency evaluation (Review #DR-21-08-03D), a copy of which is attached hereto as


Exhibit ..D' and that development of the Project shall be subject to the terms of such
evaluation. The Parties further acknowledge and agree that, so long as Developer obtains
a building p€rmit within one year of the effective date of this Agreemenf the Project shall
be fully vested against tansportation concurency for a period of ten (10) years from the
effective date of this Agreement as provided in paragraph I I below. The City
acknowledges that it shall treat the Project as already existing and shall not issue building
perrrits for other projects which would utilize or consutne any of the tips vested for the
Project. The City shall not be prohibited from issuing building permits for other projects to
the extent that there is capacity available to serue such projects taking into account the tips
generated by the ProjecL existing bips and othorwise committed hips, or to the extent that
such other projects have entered into their own proportionate share agreements. To assist
in addressing the capacity issue, the County shall include the trips to be vested herein as
existing tips when conducting any fuhre naffic ooncunency analysis for the term of this
Agreemenl


10 a --t!^^L:t:r, ^3 rl-r:----^- ^-r D^-^l-..t -aA!L- L- 
^ The applicability


of Ordnanses and Resolutions of the City to the Agreeme,lrt are as set forth below:


A. As provided in Section 163.3233(1), F.S., the ordinances and regulations of the
City goveming Development of the Property on the Effective Date of this
Agreement shall continue to govem the Project, except as othenrrise provided
herein. At tbe termination of this Agreemen! all then existing codes shall become
applicable to the development of the Property. Except as otherwise specifically set
forth herein, no fee (including &e existence or lack thereof), fee stmcture, amount
computation method or fee amount, including any Impact Fees then in existence or
hereafter imposed, shall be vested by virtue ofthis Agreement.


B. As provided in Section 163.3233(2), F.S., the CiU may apply changes to vested
ordinances and policies, or new reguirements, adopted subsequently to the
execution of this Agreement to the Property only if the City has held a public
hearing and determined that: (a) such new ordinancos orpolicies arc not in conflict
with the laws and policies goveming this Agreement and do not prevent
development of the land uses, intensities or densities allowed under this Agreement;
(b) such new ordinances or policies are essentid to the public health, safety, or
welfare and the new ordinances or policies expressly state that they shall apply to
a development that is subject to a Development Agreernent; (c) such new
ordinances or policies are specifically anticipated and provided for in this
Agreement; (d) the Ctty has demonstrated that substantial changes have occurred
in pertinent conditions existing at the time of the approval of this Agreement; or (e)
this Agreement is based on substantially inaccuate information supplied by the
Developer.
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C. As provided in Section 163.3241, F.S., in the event that state or federal laws are
enacted after the execution of this Agreement which are applicable to and preclude
the parties' compliance with the terms of this Agreemen! this Agreement shall be
modified or revoked as is necesmry to comply with the relevant state or federal
laws, such modification or revocation to take place only after the notice provisions
provided for the adoption of a Development Agreement have been complied with.
The City shall cooperate with the Developer in the securing of any permits which
may be required as a result of such modifications.


D. As provided in Section 163.3235, F.S., the City and County shall review this
Agreement not less than once every twelve (12) months to determine if good faith
compliance with this Agreement has been shown. Ifthe City or County determines
there is a lack of compliance by Developer with this Agreement, it shall noti$ the
Developer of same and give Developer a reasonable time, not to exceed thirty (30)
days, to conect such noncompliance. If the Developer fails to comply with the
requirements of the notice, and the City or County finds, on the basis of substantial
competent evidence, that there has been a failure to comply with the terms of this
Agreement this Agreement may be revoked or modified by the City or County.
Such revocation or modification may be accomplished only after public hearing
and notice otherwise required for the adoption of this Agreement.


I l. Elfective Date and Duration. Within fourteen (14) days after this Agreement has been
executed by all parties hereto, the City, or at the City's rcquest the Developer, shall record
this Agreement with the clerk of the circuit court of Brevard County. Said recording,
whether done by the City or Developer, shall be at the Dcveloper's sole cost and expense.
This Agreement shall become effective when it has been so recorded in the Public Records
of Brevard County, Florida (the "Effective Date'). Unless tenninated earlier by either
party as provided hereur, this Agreement shall remain in effect for a period of ten (10)
years. The duration ofthis Agreement may be extended by mutual agreement ofthe parties
in uriting.


12. Notices. All notioes, demands and correspondence required or provided for under this
Agreement shall be in writing and delivered in person or dispatched by certified mail,
postage prepaid, return receipt requested. Notice required to be given shall be addressed as
follows:


If to Developer: MichaBl Mulhall
DHIC - Hammock Landing LLC
c/o D.R. Horton,Inc.
1341 Horton Circle
Arlington, TX 7601I
mmulhall@drhorton.com
(407)72s-t046


Shutts & Bowen LLP
Attn: Scott A. Glass, Esq.
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Ifto City:


With a copy to:


Ifto County:


With a copy to:


And a copy to:


300 S, Orange Ave., Ste. 1000
Orlando, FL 32801
Telephone: 407 423 -320A
Email : sglass@shutts.com


City of WestMelbourne
Attr: Scott Morgan, City Manager
2240 Minton Road
West Melboum e, FL 329044928
Telephone: 321-727 -77 00
Facsimile: 321 -7 68-2390
Email: smorgan@westmelbourne.gov


Morris Nchardson, City Attomey
City of WestMelbourne
Z}40lv[inton Road
West Melbourne, FL 329044928
Telephone : 321 -7 27 -7 7 00
Email : mrichardson@westnelbourne. gov


Brevard County
Atur: Frank Abbate, County Manager
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Vierq FL 32940
Telephone: 321 433 -2000
Email: Frank.Abbate@brevardfl . gov


Brevard County Fublic Works Departrrent
Atm: Marc Bernath
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Viera, FL 32940
Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Marc.bemeth@.brevardfl .gov


Brevard County Attorney's Office
Attr: &len Bentley
2725 Jadge Fran Jarnieson Way
Viera, FL32940
Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Eden.Bentlev@brevardfl .sov


Brevard Courty Planning and Development Departm€nt
Attr: Tad Calkins
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Viera, FL32940


And a copy to:
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Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Tad.Calkins@brevardfl . gov


13. ME@9. The execution of this Agreement has been duly authorized by ttre


appropriate body of each of the parties hereto. Each party has complied with all the
applicable requirements of law and has fuIl power and authority, to comply with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement. The venue of any litigation arising out of this Agreement
shall be Brevard County, Florida The exhibit attached hereto and incorporated by
reference herein is by such attacbment and incorporation made a part of this Agreement for
all purposes. The fact that one of the parties to this Agreement may be deemed to have
dmfted or structured the provisions of this Agreemenf whether in whole or in part" shall
not be considered in constuing or interpreting any particular provision hereof, whether in
favor of or against such party. The tsrms and conditions of this Agreement shall bind and
inure to the benefit ofthe parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. This
Agreement is solely for the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns, and no right or cause ofaction shall aocrue upon or result by reason hereofor for
the benefit of any third party not a fompl party hereto. Nothing in this Agreement whether
express or irnplied, is intendcd or shall be constued to confer upon any pe$on other than
the parties hereto any right, remedy, or claim under or by reason of this Agreement or any
of the provisions hereof. This Agreement may not be changed, amended, or modified in
any respect whatsoever, nor may any oovenanl condition, agreement requirement
provisiorq or obligation contained herein be waived, except in writing signed by all of the
parties hereto. Failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement by any party shall not
be considered a waiver of the right to later enforce that or any provision of this Agreanenl


14. Attornevs' X'ees / Hold Harnless / Indemrification. Should any litigation arise between
the parties each party shall bear its own attorneys' fees and costs. In the event of litigation
or claims against the County and/or City from third parties arising from this Agreement or
from the construstion described herein, Developer shall indemniff, hold harrrless and
defond the County and City from and against any suoh claims; however, nothing contained
herein shall bo deemed to be a waiver by the County or City of their respective sovereign
immunity or any limitation of liability pursuant to Section 768.28,F.S., or other applicable
statute. Nothing in this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of any third party for the
purpose of allowing any claim which would otherwise be baned by sovereign irnmunity or
operation of law. Developer acknowledges that specific consideration has been paid and
other good and sulficient consideration has becn received for this indemnification
provision.


15. Caotions. Headings of a particular paragraph of this Agreemont are inserted only for
convenience and are in no way to be constued as part of the agreement or as a limitation
of the scope of the paragraphs to ufrich they refer.


16. Severabilitv. If any part of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be invalid, void, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall nevertheless continue in
full force without being impaired or invalidated in any way. If any party's execution of this
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Agreement is deemed invalid for any panicular purpose, the sections for which the
execution is valid shall remain in full force and effect.


THE BALAIYCE OF TIIIS PAGE


INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLAhIK


WITH STGNATURE PAGES TO X'OLLOW
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this agreement to be duly executed
and their corporate seals affixed as of the day and year first above written.


Signed, sealed and delivered
in the presence of:


DHIC _ HAMMOCK LANDING, LLC
By: DHI Communitics II, LLC, its sole
membcr


known to or produced


Signature Notary Public
Printed Name:
Commission No. c,U
Commission Expires


By:
N


Print Name of Witness 1 Title:


w
a- ra-


Print Name of Witness 2


STATB OF' w a
COUNTY OF a


Landing, LI.C, aDelaware limited liability company, who is
as identification.


The foregoing instrurneqt was acknowledged before me by means of dphysical presence
or fl,cnline,notarization, this&4ltuy of fuptxnbsg ZOZI by-YYtl0,lrlae\ mV\y'rQli , as
VrcL {'/rt5td(nY for DHIC Communities iI, LLC, rhe sole memb". of DHrc - Flammock


$


$


tt$l PUe,.


Lw,t
ATYSSADEOUATTRO


Commisgion f HH 08,6S37


Expires January 31. ?025
8qd.d Inil &dgel Nolny ssrvkli
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a
o-


F
o


r f]69
A,TTEST:


Hanscom, City Clerk


Reviewed for legal form and sufficiency:


Richardson, City Attorney


STATE OF F'LORTDA $
couNTY OFBR&VARD $


CITY OF WEST MELBOURNE, a chanered
mrmicipal corporation


/{on {--€--
Hal J. Rose, Mayor


As approved by Council ont &dghx 5, o?A7-t


Signature ofN
Printed Name:
Commission No
Commission Expires:


The foregoing instrumen't-Ups acknowledged before me by means of Effhysical presence
or EI online noiarization, thisrfduy of &]&f , z}il by Hal J. n-or" and Cyn&ia
Hanscom, as Mayor and City Clerk, respectively, of the City of West Melbourne, Florida, who are
personally known to me.


fun
r*ixd,-,i
Li#d


cHRt$TIHE 0. FEHlllt+oTul


cofirrtr.ho I GG 3(6s


rermt00,&FlU9
nn


lrn
25,


rpt
Juffi


ItJu
fupin-l
tctas
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BOARD OF COTJNTY
COMMISSIONERS OF BREVARI)
CO['NTY, f,'LORIDA, a political subdivision
of the State of


Chair / (sEAL)


As approved by the Board on L2/2/2I


STATE OF FI,ORIDA $
CoIJNTY OF BREVARD $


Commission Expires: ( A.'u)


BOARD OF COUNTY
BREVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a


true coPY of the original filed in this office and


may conta in redactions as required by law.


M. SADOFF, Board


Date \L l\.{


oRLDOCS 1849."21 10


ilohwail. ilV,,rr*-
Signature of
Printed Narne:
Commission No.:


i*ffi4r *,.,ff 83ff .t,t?if i.-*
1-T#ffJ -,','flfl11'l1l#Jii3i l:;3"


8ond.d throulh N!tlonat Notary Assn.
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EXHIBIT (A''


(Legal description)


A PORTION OF LOTS 23, 24,25 AND 26 OF THE FLORIDA INDIAN RIVER LAND COMPANY
SUBDIVISION OF SECTION 19, TOWNSHIP 28 SOUTH, MNGE 37 EAST, BREVARD COUNTY,
FLORIDA, BEING MORE PARTICUT.ARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: GOMMENCING AT THE
NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 19, THENCE SOUTH 89O22'11" EASTALONG THE NORTH
LINE OF SAID SECTION 19, A DISTANCE OF 5O.OO FEET, TO THE EAST LINE OF THE MELBOURNE
TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICTCANAL NO. 69, THENCE SOUTH 0025'16'' WEST, ALONG THE EAST
LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CAML NO.69, A DISTANCE OF 45.00
FEET, TO A POINT OF INTERSECTION W|TH THE SOUTH LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN
DMINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72, SAID INTERSECTION POINT ALSO BEING THE POINT OF
BEGINNING OF THE HEREIN DESCRIBED PARCEL OF LAND; THENCE CONTTNUE SOUTH 00o25'16"
WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLTT,IAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CAt'.lAL NO.69,
FOR A DISTANCE OF 1296.46 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 89O34'44" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 134.59 FEET,
TO THE POINT OF CURVATURE OF A CIRCULAR CURVE, CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST, WHOSE
CHORD IS NORTH 74O10'45U EAST HAVING A DISTANCE OF 349.61 FEET, THE RADIUS POINT OF
WHICH BEARS NORTH 00O25'16' EAST FOR A DISTANCE OF 625.00 FEET, THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 32"29'01" A DTSTANCE
OF 3&t.34 FEET TO A POINT: THENCE SOUTH 00"25'16'WEST, A DISTANCE OF 446.70 FEET TO
THE NORTH LINE OF THAT PARCEL OF LAND DESCRIBED IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 3931,
PAGE 3235, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF BREVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA; THENCE SOUTH
89o21'54'EASTALONG SAID NORTH LINE, A DISTANCE OF 457.45 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00"38'06"
EAST, A DISTANCE OF 688.39 FEET;THENCE SOUTH 89o21'54" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 9.59 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 01o15'06'EAST, A DISTANCE OF 692.42 FEET;THENCE NORTH 10o00'54" EAST, A
DISTANCE OF 266.49 FEET TO A POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH THE SOUTH LINE OF THE
MELBOURNE TILLMAN DMINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72; THENCE NORTH 8922'11" WEST
ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72, A
DISTANCE OF 994.32 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. CONTAINING 31.57 ACRES MORE OR
LESS.
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To:


To:


Via Email: cfischer@westmelbourne.org


Via Email: corrina.gumm@brevardfl.gov


Ref: 4581.05


TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Christy Fischer, Dirsctor
Planning & Economic Development - City of West Melbourne


Corrina Gumm. PE
Traflic Operalions Manager - Brevard County


From:


Date:


Subject:


George A. Galan, PE


July 19, 2021


Ascend Hammock Landing - Proportionale Share
West Melbourne, Florida


INTRODUCTION


LTG, lnc. (LTG) has been retained by DHIC-Hammock Landing, LLC to determine lhe proportionate share {PS)
responsibility of lha Ascend Hammock Landing devefopment. The development is located east of Minlon Road
and directly across lrom Hield Road in the City of West Melbourne.


LTG developed a traffic impact study (TlS) for the Ascend Hammock Landing development, dated January 2020,
to determine the potential impacts the project would have on the surrounding roadway network. The PS analysis
presented in this memorandum determines the developer's PS responsibillty related lo lhe improvemanls
recommended due exclusively to the addilion of project lrattic to the roadways and intersections in the study area.


TRIP GENERATION


Project trips are a key inpul variable in lha equation used to caleulate PS, As such, project lrip generation was
calculated using the procedures adopted by the agencies lo evaluate transportatinn concurrency. The anticipated
build'oui for the proposed development is 2021 . The trip gsneration for the development was determined using
the hstitute of Transportalion Engineers (lTE) 10$ Edition of the Trtp Qenaration Manual and is presented in
Table 1.


Table 1


Trlp Generation
Ascend Hammock Landlng


1970 Dairy Road ' Wesl Melbourne, FL 32904 * Phone 321 .499,4679 " Fax 321
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BUILDOUT CONDITIONS ANALYSIS


Based on the January 2020 TlS, the signalized intersec'tions shown in Table 2were analped under 2021 buil&
out condltlons to delermine the oporatlonal level of service.


Table 2
2021 Bulld0ut PM Poak.Hour LOS - Slgnallzed lntersections


Ascond Hammock Landlng


As indicated in the table above, the signalizod intersections of Minton Road at Wngal€ Boulevard. Eber
Boulevard, Hleld Road, and Palm Bay Road and Palm Bay Road al Norfolk Parltway are anticlpated lo oporal€
outside the adopted level of servhe and/or with a v/c ratio greater than 1.0. Based on the TIS submitted Revised
July 2020. the following impmvemenls wsrs nocommended:


Mlnton Road at Winoate Boulevard:
r Opllmlzeslgnaltlmlngs


Mlnton Road at.Eber Boulevard:
. Oplimlzesignaltimings


Minton Road at Hield Road:
o Convert eastbound multldirectlonal lane into e lefl-turn lane
r Add easlbound lhrough-rlghl lane
o Add'DO NOT BLOCIC box pavement marklng and slgns al the Frontage Road/ProJect Drtueway
. Oplimizesignaltimings


Minton Road at Palm Bav Road:
. Restripe lhe weslbound shared through/lefl-tum lane to a dedicated len-tum lene (tripl€ dedicated


lefts)
o Reslrlps the wsslbound dght-lurn lane to a shared lhrough/right-tum lane
e Add an easlbound rlghhturn lane
o Remove split phasing
o Add a southbound lefl-lum lane (duallefls)
o Opllmlzesignaltimings
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Norfolk Parkuaav at Palm Bay Road;
o Add a weslbound rlght-lum overlap phase
. Optimizesignaltimings


The analyses of the lntersectlon wlth lhe proposed improvomenls are pmvlded ln Table 3.


Table 3
2021 Bulld0ut AlIl end PM Peak-Hour LOS - lntersectlone lmproved


Ascend Hammock landlng


As indicatod. all lntersections are antlcipated to opoiale wilhln lhelr adopt€d level of service and with v/c ralios
less lhan 1.0 wilh lhe recommended improvements.


The^studyerea roadway segmonls were analyzed under 2021 build-out conditiono to delermine the anticlpated
LOS and the rssults are prasented in Table 4.
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"?he YedondtlF


Tabls 4
2021 Bulld.Out Ptl Peak.Hour LOS- Roadway Segments


Ascend Hammock Landing
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BACKGROU l{D CONDM ONS AiIALYSIS


The Florida Statue 163.3180 on Concunency stirtes lhat'lf any road is delermined to b€ transportation deficient
without the project trafilc under rgview, the costs of oorrecllng lhat deficiency shell be removed from the project's
proportionate-share calculation and the n€oossary transportatlon lmprovements to conect thal dofclency shall be
consldered lo be ln place for purposes of the poporlionateshare calculation.'


ln order to comply wilh Florida Stralue, the study aree madway segmenls snd inters€ctions identilied ln the traffic
study as requiring imprcvemenls to meet a&pted level of seruice (LOS) strandards were analyzed under
background conditions (wilhout lhe addltlon of projecl trips) for the assoclated bulld-oul years.


All study area interseclions were anallzed to determine any deficiencies under background conditiona. Table 5
shows the resulSs of lhe analysis.


Tabls 5
2021 Background AM and PM Peak-l{our LOS - Slgnalhsd lnbnsectlons


Ascend Hammock Landlng


As indicaled ln the table, the lntersections of Mlnton Road at Wingale Boulevard, Eber Boulevard, Norfolk
Parlnray, and Palm Bay Road at Norfolk Parkway are anticipated lo oporate outside the adopted bvel of service
and/or with a v/c letio greater than 1.0.


The sludy area roadway sagments were analyzed under backgrouM conditione lo determine the anticipated LOS
and the resulls are prsssntsd in Table 6.
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Table 6
2021 Background Pil Peak l{our LOS - Roadway Segments


Ascend Hammock Lendlng


As indicated in tho table, the roadway s€gmsnts of Mlnton Road hom Emerson Drive to Palm Bay Road is
anticipated to operato outsldo the adopted lsvel of servica and wlth v/c ratios greater lhan 1 .0.


PROPORNONATE SHARE


According to Florlda Slatue, the only improvement eligible for proportionate share is the adding of e weslbound
left-turn phase at the intersection of Minton Road at Hleld Road/Project Driveway, Due to lhe recommended
impmvement, lha signal would need to be redesigned from span wlre to masl arms. The oost for lhese
improvementrs has been eslimat€d al $S47,763.39, which is lncluded as Appendlx A, Table 7 shows lhe
proporllonate share calculalion.
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Prupordonate Share
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The lotal cost for construction for the off-site improvements is $947.763.69 and lhe proportionate share costs that
are nol eligible for impact fee credib ars $417,963.79, lherefore the development would be eligible for up to
$529.799.S0 in transportration impact fee credil.


IIIIPACT FEES


The lransportat{on impact fees assessed by the City of West Melboume for multi-family residenti,al homes ar€ at a
rate of $2,381.00 per dwelllng unil. The proposed development consists of 300 dwelling units. Therefore, the total
City impactfees are calculated as $714,300.00.


coNcLustoN
The analysis of lhe Traffic lmpact Study dated July 2020 shows that the development does not cause the study
area intsrssctions or roadway ssgment to fall at build-out excepl for lhe intersedion of Mlnton Road at Hield
Road/Project Driveway. The follorlng lmprovemenls ar€ reoommended in order lo achleve an accepteble level of
servlce and v/c ratios less than 1.0:


o Convsrl eastbound multi.directional lane Into a lefi-turn hner Add easlbound throughrQht lane
r Add "DO NOT BLOCK" box pavement marking and signs at the Frontage Road/Project Driveway. Optimizesignaltimings


The applicanl proposed to construct the signal and mceive impactfee credits in lhe amount up to the roadway
impacl fees $529,799.90.


Appendix A - Signal Cost Esllmate
Appendix B - HCS Summary Sheets


I affrm, by affxing my signatrre and seal
accurale and trulhful and were developed
englneering.


below, lhat lhe findings contained herein are, lo my knowledge,
using cunent proceduree standard lo the practioe of profoesional


THIS ITEM HAS EEEN DIGITAUY
SIGNED AND SEALED BY:


G.aooAG*l


George A
.*.*tr.,tri6,
S .f No 6oo8o " "
=: 


. i ''" ;""" !- :='-n\ srATE oF .LS
*.4frtiilr"$l$


19*oaog


ON THE DATE ADJACENTTO THE SEAL


PRINTED COPI 8 OF THIS DOCUM ENT ARE NOT CONSID ERED SIGNED
AND SEALED AND THE SIGNATURE MUST BE VERIF//ED ON ANY
ETECNOMCCOPIES.


1970 DHRY ROAD


WEST MELBOURNE, FL 3ZN4
CE RN H ATE OF AUT H O NEATIO N 9227
GEONGE A.6Atr'.N, P,E. NO.60{'80
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*    Most vehicles do not observe the south-bound signage stating "DO
NOT BLOCK INTERSECTION".

*    Most vehicles do not observe the north-bound left turn lane signage
stating "NO U-TURN".

*    Many vehicles from Pineapple Cove Daycare and Ascend Apartments
making a left to go south-bound on Minton.
      This knot of traffic is the 'Perfect Storm' waiting to happen.  There
have already been deaths and accidents at this intersection.

*    Please vote AGAINST the Ingress/Egress and left turn lane
from Hield Road.  This will only seriously compound the traffic
stacking up and then stacking up back out to Minton.  Dangerous,
dangerous, dangerous!!!

*    The above identifies just a few of the major traffic issues, that has
created very dangerous and congested situations for all of Brevard
County residents, vehicles and their occupants.  This terrible situation will
only lend itself to Emergency vehicles and Fire Trucks not being able to get
in or out of Hield Road timely and put lives and property in serious
danger.  There are no fire hydrants.  Water needs to be trucked in.
Seconds count!  

ITEM #2:

*    This Corner property can not be allowed to have a potentially
High-Traffic business.  Mr. Oliver's proposed "BU-1" rezoning change for
Future Land Use can potentially allow for a "high-traffic" business".  Mr.
Oliver proposed putting in a Starbucks when he was applying for an
Annexation and rezoning change with the City of Palm Bay.  The City of
Palm Bay, after diligently reviewing all the evidence submitted and the
Mayor himself driving through this intersection (the agreed upon
improvements not started) denied Mr. Oliver's request for Annexation and
rezoning.  (I invite you to please see and drive South through this
intersection yourselves during the peak hours with the goal to get to Palm
Bay Road.)

      The City of Palm Bay ultimately denied Mr. Oliver on the basis of
SAFETY and that a high traffic-traffic business for that corner can not be
sustained with any realm of safety and no hardship for all. The City of
Palm Bay clearly understood the hardship for all of Palm Bay and Brevard
County residents would endure by having the ingress/egress from Hield
Road with a high-traffic business.  City of Palm Bay showed "All" they care
about the residents and vehicle traffic that affects not only The City of
Palm Bay but that of Brevard County as well!  They put us first above
"development".



*    I am sure everyone knows by now the Agreement made for
improvements between the Developer, D. R. Horton (Ascend Apartments
{their name recently changed}), The City of West Melbourne and Brevard
County in 2021, are not completed and as of this date, just barely, barely
started.  These improvements were to be made and completed (in 2021)
was to take place long before Mr. Oliver purchased his property.  Attached
is the Traffic Impact Fee Agreement.

    Even if these particular improvements were completed, it really is just a
band-aid on an already terrible, existing problem with traffic.  Palm Bay
Road would need to be addressed as well.

    **    Why would any reasonable person believe any improvements
would be completed prior to Mr. Oliver's proposed changes?  
The improvements were not completed prior to the apartments being built
on the East side of that corner.  
My understanding was the Apartments would get their "C O" once the
improvements were completed.  They received their "C O".  Improvements
were not done!  I highly doubt Mr. Oliver's proposed left turn lane from the
West bound lane or any improvements would be completed prior to his
project commencing and/or it's completion.  

    **    At the risk of sounding disrespectful, the residents of Brevard
County do not trust the information given. How can we believe anything,
when we see the proof before our very eyes?   

    **    How can any reasonable person just stand by, accept and watch
the "Developers" destroy and infuse unnecessary further hardship?  There
must come a time where Brevard County should put their residents' safety
and undue hardships first! 

*    Please keep in mind, adding to the influx of additional traffic on
Minton, there is a large apartment complex being built on the East side of
the Minton Road overpass.  To the West of the overpass, there is another
residential community being developed.  

*   Two different sources told me D. R. Horton is planning for another 900
homes in the Sawgrass area.

*    Corrina Gumm PE, Traffic Operations Manager, Brevard County Public
Works, stated in a letter (6/28/2023) of which a copy is attached, states,
"... However, during the PM peak hour, traffic backs up significantly
westbound on Palm Bay Road and southbound on Minton Road..." "...
Improving traffic flow on Minton would cause a significant decline on Palm
Bay Road, and vice versa..."

 



*    During the recent (March 18, 2024) Planning and Zoning Meeting, one
of the Board members asked Mr. Oliver about Starbucks.  Mr. Oliver's
response (I am only paraphrasing and not quoting) was ... Starbucks has
probably found another location but he would be open to entertain the
possibility of pursuing them again. 

*    Let's be honest here.  Mr. Oliver's plans for this corner is to have
another High-Traffic type business like a drive-thru which cannot be
sustained in this area even with the "planned" future intersection
improvements.

*    Looking at Mr. Oliver's conceptual site plan, he is proposing to build a
mini storage/warehouse a little more south on Minton facing Minton, with
full access to and from Minton.

      *    Why does Mr. Oliver need Ingress/Egress from Hield to the mini
storage?  He does NOT need it for any reason.  His reasoning as to
why when asked; was unfounded and lame!

      *    What are Mr. Oliver's plans for "Future Land Use"?  What kind of
business is he planning?

      *    Why is Mr. Oliver keeping that corner property for "Future Land
Use"?  Why is he not planning a business for it now?   

ITEM #3:

*    This property is surrounded by residential properties.

*    The property sits on a narrow two lane road, with no sidewalks and
deep ditches.  Even with the proposed road improvements, the road is not
designed to accommodate commercial traffic safely.  There are pedestrians
and bicyclists that share this road.  

*    The proposed Rezoning change is seriously encroaching upon the
existing residential area.  It will devalue their property values.  

*    By rezoning this property from ("AU") Agricultural Residential to "BU-
1"; this will only be the start of a continuous invasion into our residential
area.  

    **    Please do not approve this rezoning change for this property,
otherwise, a PRECEDENT will be set.  "Do for one, you must do for all." 

*    When Mr. Oliver was proposing his plans to the City of Palm Bay, we
had a private meeting with him at the Melbourne Airport Hotel. There were
approximately 60 to 70 residents that attended; one of the residents
asked Mr. Oliver who lives in Merritt Island, what he would do if this very



same scenario was happening on his corner?  His response was, "I would
do the same thing you are doing, Object."  Mr. Oliver did admit saying that
to the Palm Bay City Counsel meeting.

      We all were under the impression he was to have his 'engineers'
present during this meeting.  They were not!  When residents began
asking Mr. Oliver various questions, he often responded he was unable to
answer, due to not being an engineer.  I noticed Mr. Oliver made similar
comments at the P & Z Meeting.  Depending on the question, he played
"dumb".

I am respectfully asking of you for the following:

1.   Please consider impacts upon the residents such as noise, lights,
traffic and other potential nuisance factors associated with "BU-2" and
"BU-1" activities.  Please consider how the above would significantly
diminish the enjoyment of, safety or quality of life in EXISTING
neighborhoods within the area which could foreseeably be affected by the
proposed use.

2.    Regarding the corner property facing Hield and Minton:  Please keep
the current RP is the Residential-Professional Zoning classification,
intended to promote low to medium density residential development along
with low intensity commercial usage.  Please vote NO to the proposed
rezoning change to "BU-1".

3.    Please do not approve the rezoning change for this residential
property referenced in Item 3. Otherwise, a PRECEDENT is set.  "Do for
one, you must do for all." 

4.    Please consider the proposed use must not materially and adversely
impact an established residential neighborhood by introducing
types of intensity of traffic, parking, trip generation, commercial
activity or industrial activity that is not all ready present within the
identified boundaries of the neighborhood.

5.    Please have any proposed changes to be examined for by code
compliance during subsequent site plan applications.

6.    Please have Mr. Oliver provide a very current traffic impact analysis
with the site plan.

7.    Please have Mr. Oliver provide a "Wetland Delineation".  Should be
required since there is an indicator that wetlands may be present on the
property.  The residential property referenced above does not have
direct frontage to Minton Road, therefore, I do not believe it is part of
the Mitigation Qualified Roadway.  Regardless, Wetlands may be there and
Mr. Oliver should be required to have this delineation completed.



8.    Please consider whether the proposed zoning request is consistent
and compatible with the surrounding residential properties and if the
Binding Development Plan mitigates any off-site impacts especially to the
residential property and properties referenced above.

9.     Please have Mr. Oliver obtain a right-of-way permit from the County.

10.    Please have Mr. Oliver provide a thorough traffic analysis as well as
demonstrate that this driveway would not cause major traffic impacts to
Hield Road when he submits his "right-of-way permit application to the
County.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sarah and Rick Shepherd

Attachments:  June 28, 23 Letter from Corrina Gumm, City of W Melb.,
Signed Traffic Impact Fee Agmt

We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure. ---Hebrews 6:19
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BOARD OF COUNTV COMMISSIONERS

FLORIDffS SPACE GOAST

Kimberly Powell, Cterk to the Board, 400 South Street o p.O. Box g99, Titusville, Florida 32781{999 Telephone: (321 ) 697-2001
Fax: (021) 2U-6572

Kimberly. Powell @ brevardclerk. us

December 3,2021

M E M O RA N D U M

To: Tad calkins, Planning and Development Director Attn: Jeffrey Ball

RE: ltem H.11., Approval of Traffic lmpact Fee Credit/Reimbursement Agreement
between Brevard County, the City of West Melbourne, and DHIC-Hammock
Landing, LLC

The Board of County Commissioners, in regular session on Decem ber 2,2021 , approved
the Traffic lmpact Fee Credit/Reimbursement Agreement with the C1y of West Melbourne
and DHlc-Hammock Landing. Encrosed is a fully-executed Agreement.

Your continued cooperation is always appreciated.

Sincerely,

BOARD O COUNTY C MISSIONERS
E

berly Powell, to the Board

Encl. (1)

cc: Finance
Budget

PB,NTED ON RECYCLED PAPER



This Agreement prepared by:

Scott A. Glass, Esq.
300 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 1000
Orlando, FL 32801

After recording return to:
Departnent Dircctor
Brward County Planning & Development Deparfinent
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Suite A-l 14
Vierg FL 32940

THIS AGREEMENT' entered into thifnd Ouv ofbf.Uda( Zl[bvand between
the Board of Countj, Commissioners of Brevrd County, f,'loridr, a potitical subdivision of the
State of Florida, whose address is 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Vierao Florida, 32940,
(hereinafter referred to as *County"), CilV of West Melbounre, f,'Ioridr, a Florida municipal
corporation, whose address is 2240 Minton Road, West Melboume, Florida 32904 (hereinafler
refened to as "City"), an6 DHIC - Hammock Landing LLC, a Delaware limited liability

' company registered to do business in the State of Florida, whose address is c/o D.R. Horton, Inc.,
l34l Horton Circle, Arlington, TX 76011 (hereinafter referred to as "Developet'), is based on the
following premises.

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, on Januar5r 17,1989 the County adopted Ordinance 89-04 which amended
the Code of Iaws and ordinances of Brevard County, Florida to include Article XI known as the

"Brevard Cormty Transportation Impact Fee Ordinance' (hereinafter referred to as the
sordinance'); and

WIIEREAS, the County and City entered into an interlocal agrcement (the "Interlocal
Agreemenf') executed on April 11, 1989 by the City and May 16, 1989 by the County, providing
for the participation by the City in the program created by the Ordinance; and

WHEREAS, the provisions of the Ordinance are applicable within the incorporatcd limits
of the City including the real property owned by the Developers; and

WIIEREAS' City and County tranqportation impact fee odinances provide a mechanism
for credits against Impact Fees for qualifring conbibutions towards off-site hansportation
improvements, and further provide that no credit shall exceed the assessed tansportation impact
fee for the land development activity awarded the credit; and

WIIEREAS, the Ordinance includes a provision for awarding impact fee reimbursements
in lieu of impact fee credits for quali$ing contributions towards off-site improvements and further
provides that suoh reimbursements shall not exceed the assessed transportation impact fee for the

I of14
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land development activity awarded the reimbursement, the estimated total cost of the qualiSing
contribution, or the actual cost of the qualiffing contibution, whichever is lowest; and

WHEREAS, the Ordinance includes aschedule oflmpact Fees assessable againstthe users

of property for the public purpose of requiring new developments to pay their fair share of the

impacts attributable to said development on the Brevard County transportation network; and

WHEREAS, Developer is the owner of approximately 30 acres of property generally
located east of Minton Road, south ofNorfolk Parkway, as more panioularly described on E&!D!!
"A'attached hereto and incorporated hercin by this reference (the'?roperty'); and

WHEREAS, the Developer has received approval from the Crty to constuct a 12 building,
300 dwelling unit residential aparhnent project with attendant amenities known as Ascend at
Harrmock Landing (the'?rojecf ); and

WIIREAS, pursuant to the adopted Transportation schedule of Impact Fees, the
calculated impact fee for the Project is $714,300.00; and

WHEREAST the Crty of West Melbourne's duly adopted Comprehensive Plan contains a
transportation concurrency requirement to ensur€ that the City's road network operates at adopted
levels ofservice; and

WIIEREAS, provisions of the Interlocal Agreement stipulate that the City shall require,
as a condition precedent to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the presentation of an impact
fee voucher that affrm*ively states that the applicant has paid the applicabls imFact fee for ttre
particular stnrctue or development; and

WHEREAS, the Ascend Hammock Landing Propofiionate Share Memorandum prepared
by Lassiter Transportation Group, Inc., dated July 19, 2A21, acopy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit "Bt' (the *LTG Memo') has been approved by the Cormty and City and states that the
Project will generate I ,633 ADT including I 08 AM Peak-Hour uips and 132 PM Peak Hour tips;
and

WHEREAS, Developer shall make certain improvements to the intersection of Minton
Road and Hield Road (at the Project driveway) as set forth in the LTG Memo (the "Intersection
Improvemenb'); and

WIIEREAS, the Intersection lmprovements to be constructed by Developer are expected
to further improve traffic safety on Minton Road and Hield Road, and the additional capacily
created by the Intenection lmprovements will accommodate traffic that is not generated by the
Project; and

WHEREAS, the Intersection Improvements shall be consbructed according to the design
specifications of Brevard County, which shall be incorporated in the plans being submitted for
review and approval; and
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WHEREAS, the estimated cost of the Intersection Improvement, including a 20o/o
contingency allowance, is Nine Hundred Forty-Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-Three
Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents ($947,763.69); and

WIIEREAS, pursuant to Table 7 of the LTG Memo, completion of the Intersection
will increase capacity by 288 ADT, of which 127 ADT shall be consumed by the

Project" and thus, pwsuant to the City of West Melbourne's duly adopted Comprehensive Plan
tansportation concurrency requirement and enabling ordinances, and the agrcement ofthe parties,
the Developer's share of the cost of the Intersection Improvements shall be 44.10o/oof the actual
cost of the Intersection Improvements (the "Developer's Share'); and

WIIEREAS, Brevard County has previously enacted moratoria on the collection of impact
fees; and

WHEREAS, Brevard County, as a governing body, has ttre rigbt to rescind impaot fees,
reduce impact fees, or stay the collection of impact fees; and

WIIEREAS, Brevard County cannot commit to make payments of fees that are not
collected, and, therefore the panies recognize that if impact fees are eliminated, stayed or reduced
Brevard County's obligations to make payments herermder shall likewise be eliminated, stayed or
reduced; and

WHEREAS, the City is responsible for issuance ofbuilding permits on the Property based
uponthe County verifying the tip availability or capacity; and

WHEREAS, Developer shall be responsible for and pay for the Intersection Improvements
described herein, in retum for which ttre CiU and C-outy agree that all Traffic Impact Fees
collected by the City and/or County on the Property shall be pipelined into and paid to Developer
up to the macimum amount of hnpact Fee Credits eligible for the Intersection Improvements as
calculated in this Agreemen! provided that in no event shall the amount paid to Developer exceed
the amount authorized in this Agreement or paid by Developer for non-site improvements,
whichever is less; and

WIIEREAS, the City aud Courty do not offset any Transporation Impact Fee Credits
ageinsl the Traffic Impact Fee charged, but rather the fees are collected by the County and,
thereafrer, palment of the Credits authorized pursuant to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be paid dircctly to Developer; and

WHEREAS, Chapter 62,Land Development Regulations, Article V, Division 4, of the
Code of Ordinances of Brevard County, Florida" comnonly known as the "Brevard County
Transportation Impact Fee Ondinance"" is also applicable within the incorporated limits ofthe City
puNuant to Interlocal Agreements between the City and County and sets forth a schedule of impact
fees assessable against the development ofproperty; and
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WHEREAS, the City and County desire to utilize the provisions of the Florida Local
Govemment Development Agreement Act in order to promote the stated goals and objectives of
such Act in Brevard County by entering into this Agreemen! and

WHEREAS, the design and construction of the Intersection Improvements is consistent
with and serves to implementthe City's Comprehensive Plan; and

WHEREAS, Developer wishes to document its authorization to implement ttre Project
subject to the conditions set forth herein and that the Project is vested for development and
transportation concurrency for a period not to exceed ten (10) years; and

WHEREAS, on April 20,2A21, the City and Developer entered into a Hold Harmless
Agreement with Requirement to Post Bond, which agreement allowed the Developer to commence
horizontal site work and obtain building slab permits pursuant to an approved final site plan, and
required the Developer to timely enter into this Agreement and constuct the Intersection
Improvements.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, and for
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged by all parties, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1 Recitals. The foregoing recitals are hereby ratified and approved and made a part of this
Agreement.

2. Intergection Imorovements. Developer shall be responsible to pay for and constuct the
Intersection Lnprovements pursuant to the design and engineering plans prepared, or to be
pr€parc4 by Lassiter Transportation Group, Inc., as such plans are ultimately reviewed and
approved by Developer and County. The Intersection Improvements shall be constructed
in compliance with a duly issued Brevard County Right of Way Pennit. Work on the
Intersection Irnprovements shall commenoe within twenty-foru (24) months of adoption of
this Agreement by all parties, subject only to Developer obtaining all of the necessary
goverDnent permits for the Intersection Improvements, and finish within twelve (12)
months thereafter. In the event that any party shall be delayed or prevented from
performing any act required by this Agreement by reasons of aots of God, stikes, Iockouts,
labor toubles, inability to procure materials, failure of power, riots, inzunection, wan,
pandemic or other reason of a like nature not the fault of the hindered party, then
performance of such acts shall be excused for the period of delay snd the period for the
performance of such acts shall be extended for a period equivalent to the period of delay
provided however, that any such extension shall not extend the ten (10) year duration of
this Agreement as hereinafter set forth. Prior to the commencement of any work on the
Project, Developer shall notifu the County and City that is ready to proceed.

3. Enqinecr's Opinig+ of Costs. The Engineer's Opinion of Costs (hereinafter the*Estimated Cosf) for completing the Intersection Improvements in accordance with the
requirements of this Agreement and the Plans are itemized in Exhibit (CD 

attached hereto
and by this reference made a part hereof. For the purpose of calculating the amount of
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transportation impact fee credit due Developer, the Engineer's Opinion of Costs shall have
the same meaning as estimated costs in the Ordinance. The estimated cost of the
Intersection Improvements, including a 20o/o contingency allowance, is Nine Hundred
Forty-Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-Three Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents
($947,?63.69). Notwithstanding the abovg Developer shall be responsible for payment of
all costs of the lntersection Improvements under this Agreemenl

4. The
Developer's Share of the cost of the Intersection Improvements shall be tA.l,V/o of the
actual cost of the Intersection Improvements. Prior to issuance of the first building permit
for vertical constuction of a residential apartrrent building on the Property, Developer
shall pay no less than 44.10o/o of the estimated cost of the Intersection Improvernents, to
wit, Fou Hundred Seventeen Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty-Threo Dollars and Seventy-
Nine Cents ($417,963.79), in Transportation ImFact Fees for the Project Developer shall
also post a performance bond ensuring completion of the Intersection Improvements in a
timely manner as set forth herein. The Dgveloper's Share shall not be eligible for
Transportation Impact Fee reimbursement. To the extent Developer pays Tranqportation
Impact Fees for the Project over and above the Developer's Share, the County shall hold
such amount(s) in order to use the same to reimburse Developer as provided in Section 7,
below. Once Developerhas rpceived all reimbursement to which it is entitled, the County
shall be free to use any remaining Transportation Impact Fees collected from the Project
in the s$ne manner as it could use any other Transportation Lnpact Fee.

5. Deliven bv Develonerts Certificate of Comoletlon. Upon the delivery by Developer
and/or its agents of its Certificate of Completion by County and request for final inspection
of the Intersection Inprovements, and the issuance of final "As Built" plans, the County
within five (5) days thereafter shall conduct remaining inspections, if any, and issue its
Certificate of Completion or, in the event of any deficiencies, state in urriting the specifics
of the deficiency, and Developer shall within thirty (30) days thereafter commence to
satisfu any deficiencies, and diligently puniue the correction of the deficiency. After
correction of the deficiencies the County shall issue its Certificate of Completion within
five (5) days of the additional submittal. Road construction shall be inspected by the
County's Developme,rrt Inspection Group, and Developer shall pay all fees associated with
such review.

6. Statement of Actual Costs. Within thirty (30) days from the date that the County and
City issue their respective certificates of completion for the Intenection Improvements,
Developer shall provide to the City and County a statement of the actual cost of the
Intersection Improvements, which stratement shall be certified by an engineer of record.
The County and City shall have thirty (30) days to review the costs for eligibility and
reasonableness and approve the engineer's certificatioru [n the event the City or County
does not approve the engineer's certification of cos! the parties shall, within fifteen (15)
days of rejection of such certificatioru choose a mutually acceptable engineer familiar with
road design and construction to arbitrate the dispute. The parties shall be bound by said
engineer's determination of the actual total cost of eligible improvements. The party or
parties disputing the engineer's certification of cost and the Developer shall split the cost
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ofthe outside engineer evenly, i.e., if only one government agency disputes the certification
of cost that entity and the Developer will split the cost of having an outside engineer resolve
the disputg but if both government entities dispute the certification the cost shall be split
one-third, one-third and one-third.

7. Imnact Fee Credit4.eimbursement In consideration of the financial expenses
associated with the construction of the Intersection Improvements described in Paragraph
2 above, Developer secks Impact Fee Reimbusemenl To qualifu for Impact Fee
Reimburseme,nt, Developer must fust quali$ for Impact Fee Credit. The City and County
agree that Developer and its successo$ in interest shall enjoy the benefit of qualiffing for
a credit against any Transportation Lnpact Fees that may be assessed (hereinafter referred
to as the "fmpact Fee Credif') on new construction on the Property. The Impact Fee
Credit shall be determined and awarded in accordance with Brevard County Transportation
Impact Fee Ordinance. The amount of the Impact Fee Credit shall not exceed the actual
cost of consbucting the Interseotion Improvements or the Estimated Cosq whichwer is
less, plus the actual cost of any ohange orders for non-site-specific improvements to the
ext€nt such change orders ar€ approved in writing by each and every party hereto, and less
the Developer's Share; nor shall it exceed the actual cumulative amount of Transportation
Impact Fees assessed forthe Project. The qualifications for an Impact Fee Credig iucluding
those under the Ordinance shall be used as the basis for Impact Fee Reimbursement. No
actual credits against impact fees are to be awarded, rather, in lieu of impact fee credit,
reimbursement of impaot fees shall be made from impact fees collected up to the amount
qualified to be an Impact Fee Credit. The reimbtrsement proc€ss will be referred to as the
'.CreditlReimbuttemenf '.

8. Transferabilitv of Impact tr'ee Credit/Reimbu$ement The Impact Fee
Credit/Reimbursement shall be applicable to Transportation Impact Fees that may be
assessed on new consEuction on tbe Property. The Impact Fee Credits/Reimbursement are
assignable and transferable at any time after establishment from one development or parcel
to any other that is within the same impact fee zone or impact fee distict or that is within
an adjoining impact fee zone or impact fee district within the same local govemment
jurisdiotion and receives benefits from the improvement or contibution that generated the
sredits. In no event shall Developer or its successor in interest enjoy the benefit ofthe
Impact Fee Credit/Reimbursement more than ten (10) years from the effective date of this
Agreement. Any unused creditlreimbursement qualification shall be forfeited at the
expiration of such ten (10) year period, and in no evc,nt shall it b rcimbursed or redeemable
for cash or other valuable consideration other than the Impact Fee Credit/Reimbrusement
described herein. The County agrees that any and all Transportation lnpact Fees it receives
from the Property, regardless of who the current owner of the Property, or any portion
thereoi may be, shall be forwarded to and/or reimbursed directly to Developer up to the
total amount of the Impact Fee Credit, if said fees are received within ten (10) years from
the efrective date of this Agreement. In the event no Inrpact Fees are imposed or Impact
Fees are eliminate4 County shall not owe Developer or be liable to Developer for any
money compensation or other consideration as a result of this Agreement.
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9. Vestine. The parties hereto recognize thar the Property is within thejurisdiction ofthe City
and that the City has jurisdiction over the Property for permitting purposes other than
County road connection permits and othq state, federal or regional permitting
requirements. The Parties hereby acknowledge that the County has performed a
concurency evaluation (Review #DR-21-08-03D), a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit ..D' and that development of the Project shall be subject to the terms of such
evaluation. The Parties further acknowledge and agree that, so long as Developer obtains
a building p€rmit within one year of the effective date of this Agreemenf the Project shall
be fully vested against tansportation concurency for a period of ten (10) years from the
effective date of this Agreement as provided in paragraph I I below. The City
acknowledges that it shall treat the Project as already existing and shall not issue building
perrrits for other projects which would utilize or consutne any of the tips vested for the
Project. The City shall not be prohibited from issuing building permits for other projects to
the extent that there is capacity available to serue such projects taking into account the tips
generated by the ProjecL existing bips and othorwise committed hips, or to the extent that
such other projects have entered into their own proportionate share agreements. To assist
in addressing the capacity issue, the County shall include the trips to be vested herein as
existing tips when conducting any fuhre naffic ooncunency analysis for the term of this
Agreemenl

10 a --t!^^L:t:r, ^3 rl-r:----^- ^-r D^-^l-..t -aA!L- L- 
^ The applicability

of Ordnanses and Resolutions of the City to the Agreeme,lrt are as set forth below:

A. As provided in Section 163.3233(1), F.S., the ordinances and regulations of the
City goveming Development of the Property on the Effective Date of this
Agreement shall continue to govem the Project, except as othenrrise provided
herein. At tbe termination of this Agreemen! all then existing codes shall become
applicable to the development of the Property. Except as otherwise specifically set
forth herein, no fee (including &e existence or lack thereof), fee stmcture, amount
computation method or fee amount, including any Impact Fees then in existence or
hereafter imposed, shall be vested by virtue ofthis Agreement.

B. As provided in Section 163.3233(2), F.S., the CiU may apply changes to vested
ordinances and policies, or new reguirements, adopted subsequently to the
execution of this Agreement to the Property only if the City has held a public
hearing and determined that: (a) such new ordinancos orpolicies arc not in conflict
with the laws and policies goveming this Agreement and do not prevent
development of the land uses, intensities or densities allowed under this Agreement;
(b) such new ordinances or policies are essentid to the public health, safety, or
welfare and the new ordinances or policies expressly state that they shall apply to
a development that is subject to a Development Agreernent; (c) such new
ordinances or policies are specifically anticipated and provided for in this
Agreement; (d) the Ctty has demonstrated that substantial changes have occurred
in pertinent conditions existing at the time of the approval of this Agreement; or (e)
this Agreement is based on substantially inaccuate information supplied by the
Developer.
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C. As provided in Section 163.3241, F.S., in the event that state or federal laws are
enacted after the execution of this Agreement which are applicable to and preclude
the parties' compliance with the terms of this Agreemen! this Agreement shall be
modified or revoked as is necesmry to comply with the relevant state or federal
laws, such modification or revocation to take place only after the notice provisions
provided for the adoption of a Development Agreement have been complied with.
The City shall cooperate with the Developer in the securing of any permits which
may be required as a result of such modifications.

D. As provided in Section 163.3235, F.S., the City and County shall review this
Agreement not less than once every twelve (12) months to determine if good faith
compliance with this Agreement has been shown. Ifthe City or County determines
there is a lack of compliance by Developer with this Agreement, it shall noti$ the
Developer of same and give Developer a reasonable time, not to exceed thirty (30)
days, to conect such noncompliance. If the Developer fails to comply with the
requirements of the notice, and the City or County finds, on the basis of substantial
competent evidence, that there has been a failure to comply with the terms of this
Agreement this Agreement may be revoked or modified by the City or County.
Such revocation or modification may be accomplished only after public hearing
and notice otherwise required for the adoption of this Agreement.

I l. Elfective Date and Duration. Within fourteen (14) days after this Agreement has been
executed by all parties hereto, the City, or at the City's rcquest the Developer, shall record
this Agreement with the clerk of the circuit court of Brevard County. Said recording,
whether done by the City or Developer, shall be at the Dcveloper's sole cost and expense.
This Agreement shall become effective when it has been so recorded in the Public Records
of Brevard County, Florida (the "Effective Date'). Unless tenninated earlier by either
party as provided hereur, this Agreement shall remain in effect for a period of ten (10)
years. The duration ofthis Agreement may be extended by mutual agreement ofthe parties
in uriting.

12. Notices. All notioes, demands and correspondence required or provided for under this
Agreement shall be in writing and delivered in person or dispatched by certified mail,
postage prepaid, return receipt requested. Notice required to be given shall be addressed as
follows:

If to Developer: MichaBl Mulhall
DHIC - Hammock Landing LLC
c/o D.R. Horton,Inc.
1341 Horton Circle
Arlington, TX 7601I
mmulhall@drhorton.com
(407)72s-t046

Shutts & Bowen LLP
Attn: Scott A. Glass, Esq.
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Ifto City:

With a copy to:

Ifto County:

With a copy to:

And a copy to:

300 S, Orange Ave., Ste. 1000
Orlando, FL 32801
Telephone: 407 423 -320A
Email : sglass@shutts.com

City of WestMelbourne
Attr: Scott Morgan, City Manager
2240 Minton Road
West Melboum e, FL 329044928
Telephone: 321-727 -77 00
Facsimile: 321 -7 68-2390
Email: smorgan@westmelbourne.gov

Morris Nchardson, City Attomey
City of WestMelbourne
Z}40lv[inton Road
West Melbourne, FL 329044928
Telephone : 321 -7 27 -7 7 00
Email : mrichardson@westnelbourne. gov

Brevard County
Atur: Frank Abbate, County Manager
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Vierq FL 32940
Telephone: 321 433 -2000
Email: Frank.Abbate@brevardfl . gov

Brevard County Fublic Works Departrrent
Atm: Marc Bernath
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Viera, FL 32940
Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Marc.bemeth@.brevardfl .gov

Brevard County Attorney's Office
Attr: &len Bentley
2725 Jadge Fran Jarnieson Way
Viera, FL32940
Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Eden.Bentlev@brevardfl .sov

Brevard Courty Planning and Development Departm€nt
Attr: Tad Calkins
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Viera, FL32940

And a copy to:
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Telephone: 321 617 -7202
Email: Tad.Calkins@brevardfl . gov

13. ME@9. The execution of this Agreement has been duly authorized by ttre

appropriate body of each of the parties hereto. Each party has complied with all the
applicable requirements of law and has fuIl power and authority, to comply with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement. The venue of any litigation arising out of this Agreement
shall be Brevard County, Florida The exhibit attached hereto and incorporated by
reference herein is by such attacbment and incorporation made a part of this Agreement for
all purposes. The fact that one of the parties to this Agreement may be deemed to have
dmfted or structured the provisions of this Agreemenf whether in whole or in part" shall
not be considered in constuing or interpreting any particular provision hereof, whether in
favor of or against such party. The tsrms and conditions of this Agreement shall bind and
inure to the benefit ofthe parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. This
Agreement is solely for the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and
assigns, and no right or cause ofaction shall aocrue upon or result by reason hereofor for
the benefit of any third party not a fompl party hereto. Nothing in this Agreement whether
express or irnplied, is intendcd or shall be constued to confer upon any pe$on other than
the parties hereto any right, remedy, or claim under or by reason of this Agreement or any
of the provisions hereof. This Agreement may not be changed, amended, or modified in
any respect whatsoever, nor may any oovenanl condition, agreement requirement
provisiorq or obligation contained herein be waived, except in writing signed by all of the
parties hereto. Failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement by any party shall not
be considered a waiver of the right to later enforce that or any provision of this Agreanenl

14. Attornevs' X'ees / Hold Harnless / Indemrification. Should any litigation arise between
the parties each party shall bear its own attorneys' fees and costs. In the event of litigation
or claims against the County and/or City from third parties arising from this Agreement or
from the construstion described herein, Developer shall indemniff, hold harrrless and
defond the County and City from and against any suoh claims; however, nothing contained
herein shall bo deemed to be a waiver by the County or City of their respective sovereign
immunity or any limitation of liability pursuant to Section 768.28,F.S., or other applicable
statute. Nothing in this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of any third party for the
purpose of allowing any claim which would otherwise be baned by sovereign irnmunity or
operation of law. Developer acknowledges that specific consideration has been paid and
other good and sulficient consideration has becn received for this indemnification
provision.

15. Caotions. Headings of a particular paragraph of this Agreemont are inserted only for
convenience and are in no way to be constued as part of the agreement or as a limitation
of the scope of the paragraphs to ufrich they refer.

16. Severabilitv. If any part of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be invalid, void, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall nevertheless continue in
full force without being impaired or invalidated in any way. If any party's execution of this
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Agreement is deemed invalid for any panicular purpose, the sections for which the
execution is valid shall remain in full force and effect.

THE BALAIYCE OF TIIIS PAGE

INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLAhIK

WITH STGNATURE PAGES TO X'OLLOW
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this agreement to be duly executed
and their corporate seals affixed as of the day and year first above written.

Signed, sealed and delivered
in the presence of:

DHIC _ HAMMOCK LANDING, LLC
By: DHI Communitics II, LLC, its sole
membcr

known to or produced

Signature Notary Public
Printed Name:
Commission No. c,U
Commission Expires

By:
N

Print Name of Witness 1 Title:

w
a- ra-

Print Name of Witness 2

STATB OF' w a
COUNTY OF a

Landing, LI.C, aDelaware limited liability company, who is
as identification.

The foregoing instrurneqt was acknowledged before me by means of dphysical presence
or fl,cnline,notarization, this&4ltuy of fuptxnbsg ZOZI by-YYtl0,lrlae\ mV\y'rQli , as
VrcL {'/rt5td(nY for DHIC Communities iI, LLC, rhe sole memb". of DHrc - Flammock

$

$

tt$l PUe,.

Lw,t
ATYSSADEOUATTRO

Commisgion f HH 08,6S37

Expires January 31. ?025
8qd.d Inil &dgel Nolny ssrvkli
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a
o-

F
o

r f]69
A,TTEST:

Hanscom, City Clerk

Reviewed for legal form and sufficiency:

Richardson, City Attorney

STATE OF F'LORTDA $
couNTY OFBR&VARD $

CITY OF WEST MELBOURNE, a chanered
mrmicipal corporation

/{on {--€--
Hal J. Rose, Mayor

As approved by Council ont &dghx 5, o?A7-t

Signature ofN
Printed Name:
Commission No
Commission Expires:

The foregoing instrumen't-Ups acknowledged before me by means of Effhysical presence
or EI online noiarization, thisrfduy of &]&f , z}il by Hal J. n-or" and Cyn&ia
Hanscom, as Mayor and City Clerk, respectively, of the City of West Melbourne, Florida, who are
personally known to me.

fun
r*ixd,-,i
Li#d

cHRt$TIHE 0. FEHlllt+oTul

cofirrtr.ho I GG 3(6s

rermt00,&FlU9
nn

lrn
25,

rpt
Juffi

ItJu
fupin-l
tctas
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BOARD OF COTJNTY
COMMISSIONERS OF BREVARI)
CO['NTY, f,'LORIDA, a political subdivision
of the State of

Chair / (sEAL)

As approved by the Board on L2/2/2I

STATE OF FI,ORIDA $
CoIJNTY OF BREVARD $

Commission Expires: ( A.'u)

BOARD OF COUNTY
BREVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a

true coPY of the original filed in this office and

may conta in redactions as required by law.

M. SADOFF, Board

Date \L l\.{

oRLDOCS 1849."21 10

ilohwail. ilV,,rr*-
Signature of
Printed Narne:
Commission No.:

i*ffi4r *,.,ff 83ff .t,t?if i.-*
1-T#ffJ -,','flfl11'l1l#Jii3i l:;3"

8ond.d throulh N!tlonat Notary Assn.
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EXHIBIT (A''

(Legal description)

A PORTION OF LOTS 23, 24,25 AND 26 OF THE FLORIDA INDIAN RIVER LAND COMPANY
SUBDIVISION OF SECTION 19, TOWNSHIP 28 SOUTH, MNGE 37 EAST, BREVARD COUNTY,
FLORIDA, BEING MORE PARTICUT.ARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: GOMMENCING AT THE
NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 19, THENCE SOUTH 89O22'11" EASTALONG THE NORTH
LINE OF SAID SECTION 19, A DISTANCE OF 5O.OO FEET, TO THE EAST LINE OF THE MELBOURNE
TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICTCANAL NO. 69, THENCE SOUTH 0025'16'' WEST, ALONG THE EAST
LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CAML NO.69, A DISTANCE OF 45.00
FEET, TO A POINT OF INTERSECTION W|TH THE SOUTH LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN
DMINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72, SAID INTERSECTION POINT ALSO BEING THE POINT OF
BEGINNING OF THE HEREIN DESCRIBED PARCEL OF LAND; THENCE CONTTNUE SOUTH 00o25'16"
WEST ALONG THE EAST LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLTT,IAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CAt'.lAL NO.69,
FOR A DISTANCE OF 1296.46 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 89O34'44" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 134.59 FEET,
TO THE POINT OF CURVATURE OF A CIRCULAR CURVE, CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST, WHOSE
CHORD IS NORTH 74O10'45U EAST HAVING A DISTANCE OF 349.61 FEET, THE RADIUS POINT OF
WHICH BEARS NORTH 00O25'16' EAST FOR A DISTANCE OF 625.00 FEET, THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 32"29'01" A DTSTANCE
OF 3&t.34 FEET TO A POINT: THENCE SOUTH 00"25'16'WEST, A DISTANCE OF 446.70 FEET TO
THE NORTH LINE OF THAT PARCEL OF LAND DESCRIBED IN OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 3931,
PAGE 3235, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF BREVARD COUNTY, FLORIDA; THENCE SOUTH
89o21'54'EASTALONG SAID NORTH LINE, A DISTANCE OF 457.45 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00"38'06"
EAST, A DISTANCE OF 688.39 FEET;THENCE SOUTH 89o21'54" EAST, A DISTANCE OF 9.59 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 01o15'06'EAST, A DISTANCE OF 692.42 FEET;THENCE NORTH 10o00'54" EAST, A
DISTANCE OF 266.49 FEET TO A POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH THE SOUTH LINE OF THE
MELBOURNE TILLMAN DMINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72; THENCE NORTH 8922'11" WEST
ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF THE MELBOURNE TILLMAN DRAINAGE DISTRICT CANAL NO.72, A
DISTANCE OF 994.32 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. CONTAINING 31.57 ACRES MORE OR
LESS.
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To:

To:

Via Email: cfischer@westmelbourne.org

Via Email: corrina.gumm@brevardfl.gov

Ref: 4581.05

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Christy Fischer, Dirsctor
Planning & Economic Development - City of West Melbourne

Corrina Gumm. PE
Traflic Operalions Manager - Brevard County

From:

Date:

Subject:

George A. Galan, PE

July 19, 2021

Ascend Hammock Landing - Proportionale Share
West Melbourne, Florida

INTRODUCTION

LTG, lnc. (LTG) has been retained by DHIC-Hammock Landing, LLC to determine lhe proportionate share {PS)
responsibility of lha Ascend Hammock Landing devefopment. The development is located east of Minlon Road
and directly across lrom Hield Road in the City of West Melbourne.

LTG developed a traffic impact study (TlS) for the Ascend Hammock Landing development, dated January 2020,
to determine the potential impacts the project would have on the surrounding roadway network. The PS analysis
presented in this memorandum determines the developer's PS responsibillty related lo lhe improvemanls
recommended due exclusively to the addilion of project lrattic to the roadways and intersections in the study area.

TRIP GENERATION

Project trips are a key inpul variable in lha equation used to caleulate PS, As such, project lrip generation was
calculated using the procedures adopted by the agencies lo evaluate transportatinn concurrency. The anticipated
build'oui for the proposed development is 2021 . The trip gsneration for the development was determined using
the hstitute of Transportalion Engineers (lTE) 10$ Edition of the Trtp Qenaration Manual and is presented in
Table 1.

Table 1

Trlp Generation
Ascend Hammock Landlng

1970 Dairy Road ' Wesl Melbourne, FL 32904 * Phone 321 .499,4679 " Fax 321

Total
Trlps

1,633

108

132

Trlpe
Exltlng

816

80

51

Trlpe
Enterlng

817

28

81

Parcent
Exlting

50o/o

74o/a

39%

Pereant
Enterlng

50%

28%

61to

Units

Dus

Dus

Dus

Slze

300

300

300

?rlp Rale
Equatlon

T=5.45(X)-1.75

T=0.38(Xi

T=0.44(X)

Land
Use
Cods

221

221

221

Land
Use

Mulf-famfly
Mid-Rise

Multl-famlly
Mitl,'Rlse

Mul{-famlly
Mld-RIse

Tlmo
Porlod

Dally

AM
Peak-
Hqrr
PM

Peak-
Hour

www,llg-irrc.us

14
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Chrlsp Fischer
Corrina Gumm. P.E.
July 19, 2021
Page 2

BUILDOUT CONDITIONS ANALYSIS

Based on the January 2020 TlS, the signalized intersec'tions shown in Table 2were analped under 2021 buil&
out condltlons to delermine the oporatlonal level of service.

Table 2
2021 Bulld0ut PM Poak.Hour LOS - Slgnallzed lntersections

Ascond Hammock Landlng

As indicated in the table above, the signalizod intersections of Minton Road at Wngal€ Boulevard. Eber
Boulevard, Hleld Road, and Palm Bay Road and Palm Bay Road al Norfolk Parltway are anticlpated lo oporal€
outside the adopted level of servhe and/or with a v/c ratio greater than 1.0. Based on the TIS submitted Revised
July 2020. the following impmvemenls wsrs nocommended:

Mlnton Road at Winoate Boulevard:
r Opllmlzeslgnaltlmlngs

Mlnton Road at.Eber Boulevard:
. Oplimlzesignaltimings

Minton Road at Hield Road:
o Convert eastbound multldirectlonal lane into e lefl-turn lane
r Add easlbound lhrough-rlghl lane
o Add'DO NOT BLOCIC box pavement marklng and slgns al the Frontage Road/ProJect Drtueway
. Oplimizesignaltimings

Minton Road at Palm Bav Road:
. Restripe lhe weslbound shared through/lefl-tum lane to a dedicated len-tum lene (tripl€ dedicated

lefts)
o Reslrlps the wsslbound dght-lurn lane to a shared lhrough/right-tum lane
e Add an easlbound rlghhturn lane
o Remove split phasing
o Add a southbound lefl-lum lane (duallefls)
o Opllmlzesignaltimings

Engineering
& Planning

Yos
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No

No

D
B

c
D
B
F

D
c
E
D
B

D

A

1AA2

57_6

41.2
14.t
33_0

43.2

l8-tl

3S^6

D..5

36.7
t8-0
46.0

Yes

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No

No

No

c
B
c
c
c
F

D

c
c
c
c
D

A

s4.5
34.9
32.8
23.9
24.1

39.5

34.5
154
20'-1

27.4
2..1
't09-7

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E

Mlnton Rd atwnoate Bhd
Mlnton Rd at Flansdan Ave
Mlnton Rd at Eber Blvd
Mlnton Rd at Norfolk Plo,v
Mlnton Rd at Hl€ld Rd/Prolect Drtuewav
Mlnton Rd at Palm Bsv Rd

Mlnton Rd at Ernerson Dr
Pdm Bav Rd at Athens Ih
Palm Bav Rd at Norfolk Pkwn

Pdm Bsv Rd et SB l.95
Palm Bav Rd at NB l-95
Palm Bar Rd at Hollywood Blvd
Mlnton Rd al Frurtaoe Rd'

LTG
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Page 3

Norfolk Parkuaav at Palm Bay Road;
o Add a weslbound rlght-lum overlap phase
. Optimizesignaltimings

The analyses of the lntersectlon wlth lhe proposed improvomenls are pmvlded ln Table 3.

Table 3
2021 Bulld0ut AlIl end PM Peak-Hour LOS - lntersectlone lmproved

Ascend Hammock landlng

As indicatod. all lntersections are antlcipated to opoiale wilhln lhelr adopt€d level of service and with v/c ralios
less lhan 1.0 wilh lhe recommended improvements.

The^studyerea roadway segmonls were analyzed under 2021 build-out conditiono to delermine the anticlpated
LOS and the rssults are prasented in Table 4.

No

No

N6

No

N6

D

c
B

D

D

Al 2

22-9

11-1

37.e

47.8

No
N6

B

D

16.3

a?5

E

E

E
E

E

Mfnton Rd atWnqah Blvd
Mlnbn Rd el EberBIvd

Mlnton Rd at Hlold Rd,Proled Drtvesev
Mlnbn Rd d Palm Bav Rd

Pelm Bar Rd at Norlblk Pt(lflv
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"?he YedondtlF

Tabls 4
2021 Bulld.Out Ptl Peak.Hour LOS- Roadway Segments

Ascend Hammock Landing

aqrray
sod!*ara uE5 used to dse/nrilne tlofrtpmved capadty,
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Christy Fischer
Conina Gumm, P.E.
July 19, 2021
Page 5

BACKGROU l{D CONDM ONS AiIALYSIS

The Florida Statue 163.3180 on Concunency stirtes lhat'lf any road is delermined to b€ transportation deficient
without the project trafilc under rgview, the costs of oorrecllng lhat deficiency shell be removed from the project's
proportionate-share calculation and the n€oossary transportatlon lmprovements to conect thal dofclency shall be
consldered lo be ln place for purposes of the poporlionateshare calculation.'

ln order to comply wilh Florida Stralue, the study aree madway segmenls snd inters€ctions identilied ln the traffic
study as requiring imprcvemenls to meet a&pted level of seruice (LOS) strandards were analyzed under
background conditions (wilhout lhe addltlon of projecl trips) for the assoclated bulld-oul years.

All study area interseclions were anallzed to determine any deficiencies under background conditiona. Table 5
shows the resulSs of lhe analysis.

Tabls 5
2021 Background AM and PM Peak-l{our LOS - Slgnalhsd lnbnsectlons

Ascend Hammock Landlng

As indicaled ln the table, the lntersections of Mlnton Road at Wingale Boulevard, Eber Boulevard, Norfolk
Parlnray, and Palm Bay Road at Norfolk Parkway are anticipated lo oporate outside the adopted bvel of service
and/or with a v/c letio greater than 1.0.

The sludy area roadway sagments were analyzed under backgrouM conditione lo determine the anticipated LOS
and the resulls are prsssntsd in Table 6.
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Yes
No
No

Yes

No
No
Yes
No
No

No

D

D

B

c
D
B

F

c
E

D

B

D

40.9
14.3
32.O
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1ta
14SA
38.9

22.4

57.2

37.0

17.5

45.2

No

No

No
No

No

Yes
No
No

No

No
No

No

c
B
c
c
B

F

D

c
c
c
c
D

34.0

15.3

1e.7

26.8

18.9

105.8

53.7

u.3
32.6

23.8

22-8

40.6

E

E

E

E

E

E
E

E

E

E

E

E

l.Mhton Rd at Wnote Blvd

2.Mhton Rd at Flaneoen Ave

3.Mhton Rd alEberBlvd
4.Mhton Rd et Norfo{k Plar,r/

S.Mhton Rd at Hleld Rd/Prolect Ddveu,lav

6 Mtrrton Rd at Pelm Bav Rd

T.Mhton Rd at Ememon lts
8.Palm Bav Fld aiAthere Dr

Pdm Bav Rd at Norftlk Pkwv

Palm Bav Rd at SB l-95
Palm Bav Rd at NE l-95

Palm Bav Rd at Hollrrwod Blvd
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Table 6
2021 Background Pil Peak l{our LOS - Roadway Segments

Ascend Hammock Lendlng

As indicated in tho table, the roadway s€gmsnts of Mlnton Road hom Emerson Drive to Palm Bay Road is
anticipated to operato outsldo the adopted lsvel of servica and wlth v/c ratios greater lhan 1 .0.

PROPORNONATE SHARE

According to Florlda Slatue, the only improvement eligible for proportionate share is the adding of e weslbound
left-turn phase at the intersection of Minton Road at Hleld Road/Project Driveway, Due to lhe recommended
impmvement, lha signal would need to be redesigned from span wlre to masl arms. The oost for lhese
improvementrs has been eslimat€d al $S47,763.39, which is lncluded as Appendlx A, Table 7 shows lhe
proporllonate share calculalion.

Table 7
Prupordonate Share

Ascend Hammock landlng
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The lotal cost for construction for the off-site improvements is $947.763.69 and lhe proportionate share costs that
are nol eligible for impact fee credib ars $417,963.79, lherefore the development would be eligible for up to
$529.799.S0 in transportration impact fee credil.

IIIIPACT FEES

The lransportat{on impact fees assessed by the City of West Melboume for multi-family residenti,al homes ar€ at a
rate of $2,381.00 per dwelllng unil. The proposed development consists of 300 dwelling units. Therefore, the total
City impactfees are calculated as $714,300.00.

coNcLustoN
The analysis of lhe Traffic lmpact Study dated July 2020 shows that the development does not cause the study
area intsrssctions or roadway ssgment to fall at build-out excepl for lhe intersedion of Mlnton Road at Hield
Road/Project Driveway. The follorlng lmprovemenls ar€ reoommended in order lo achleve an accepteble level of
servlce and v/c ratios less than 1.0:

o Convsrl eastbound multi.directional lane Into a lefi-turn hner Add easlbound throughrQht lane
r Add "DO NOT BLOCK" box pavement marking and signs at the Frontage Road/Project Driveway. Optimizesignaltimings

The applicanl proposed to construct the signal and mceive impactfee credits in lhe amount up to the roadway
impacl fees $529,799.90.

Appendix A - Signal Cost Esllmate
Appendix B - HCS Summary Sheets

I affrm, by affxing my signatrre and seal
accurale and trulhful and were developed
englneering.

below, lhat lhe findings contained herein are, lo my knowledge,
using cunent proceduree standard lo the practioe of profoesional

THIS ITEM HAS EEEN DIGITAUY
SIGNED AND SEALED BY:

G.aooAG*l

George A
.*.*tr.,tri6,
S .f No 6oo8o " "
=: 

. i ''" ;""" !- :='-n\ srATE oF .LS
*.4frtiilr"$l$

19*oaog

ON THE DATE ADJACENTTO THE SEAL

PRINTED COPI 8 OF THIS DOCUM ENT ARE NOT CONSID ERED SIGNED
AND SEALED AND THE SIGNATURE MUST BE VERIF//ED ON ANY
ETECNOMCCOPIES.

1970 DHRY ROAD

WEST MELBOURNE, FL 3ZN4
CE RN H ATE OF AUT H O NEATIO N 9227
GEONGE A.6Atr'.N, P,E. NO.60{'80
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HCS Summary Sheets
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From: Judith Kuhman
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: April 4, 2024 Items G4 and G5 24SS00001 and 24Z00004
Date: Monday, April 1, 2024 8:46:38 PM
Attachments: County_20240404_KC.pdf

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Ms. Champion -

Please find attached my letter of objection to the agenda items on the 04 April meeting.

Respectfully -
Judith Kuhman
1680 Willard RD NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907

mailto:jmkuhman@yahoo.com
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov



01 April 2024 


Dear Ms. Champion - 


Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 


28081120) (District 5) 


 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 


classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 


My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 


Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 


Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 


with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 04 April agenda as G4 and G5. 


We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. As our elected officials we ask 


that you invoke citizen activism and involvement where communities have a seat at the table with government officials 


and developers throughout the entire process. Please listen to our petitions. 


The residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. Oliver about 


his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of Palm Bay for 


rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first model in 


Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive through. 


On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes.  


In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 


benefit from winning and moving this development forward. In this same meeting, Mr. Oliver proposed the low traffic 


design of a storage facility to appease the residents for the high traffic development he proposed. 


The proposed plans provided to residents illustrates residents traveling east on Hield Rd would be presented with a new 


northbound turn lane onto Minton and the option of continuing to travel east across Minton into the shopping center, 


Pineapple Cove or apartment complexes as well as turning south onto Minton from the same lane.  The new plan 


appears to provide a porkchop turn from northbound Minton into the south side of the storage unit allowing traffic to 


flow behind the storage unit and out to Hield. 


I ask the commission how you can assure the residents that once this is approved Mr. Oliver does not continue his 


proposed development of a high traffic business at the corner lot now currently designated as future BU1 development? 


As the situation appears that due to the City of Palm Bay denying Mr. Oliver and his client’s initial request for rezoning he 


has now approached the county for rezoning.  This is probably the step Mr. Oliver should have taken first.  This situation 


appears as if the City of Palm Bay has passed it on to the higher authorities – the county commissioners to make the 


decision, and if passed Mr. Oliver can now approach the City of Palm Bay for utility rights.  And sooner or later the big 


high traffic business like Starbucks is now on the corner. 


Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 


I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 


there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 


speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 


benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 


• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 


understand clearly his plan as the developer? 


• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 


this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   







• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 


corner does the ingress/egress set? 


• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 


• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 


the proposed site plan. Why? 


It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 


continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 


to Hield.   


I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 


request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 


weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 


the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 


another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 


Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 


quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 


unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 


When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 


shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 


cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 


There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 


vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 


using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  


I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 


Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 


roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 


worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 


I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-


storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 


allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 


be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 


day and night. 


Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 


there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 


heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 


possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   


Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 


proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 


Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 


possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 


and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 


hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 


machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 







Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 


and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 


surrounding areas. 


The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 


Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 


Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 


residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  


Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 


unlawful incidents. 


Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 


Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 


sidewalks.  


I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 


about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 


is not safe or appealing to future residents. 


I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 


property zones and have done so for many years?   


We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 


proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  


I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  


Very Respectfully – 


• James and Judith Kuhman  
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Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 

I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 

there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 

speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 

benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 

• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 

understand clearly his plan as the developer? 

• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 

this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   



• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 

corner does the ingress/egress set? 

• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 

• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 

the proposed site plan. Why? 

It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 

continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 

to Hield.   

I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 

request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 

weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 

the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 

another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 

Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 

quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 

unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 

When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 

shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 

cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 

There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 

vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 

using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  

I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 

Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 

roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 

worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 

I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-

storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 

allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 

be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 

day and night. 

Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 

there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 

heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 

possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   

Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 

proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 

Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 

possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 

and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 

hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 

machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 



Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 

and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 

surrounding areas. 

The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 

Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 

Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 

residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  

Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 

unlawful incidents. 

Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 

Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 

sidewalks.  

I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 

about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 

is not safe or appealing to future residents. 

I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 

property zones and have done so for many years?   

We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 

proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  

I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  

Very Respectfully – 

• James and Judith Kuhman  



From: Commissioner, D1
To: Champion, Kristen
Cc: Pritchett, Rita; Alward, Keith A; Schmadeke, Adrienne
Subject: FW: April 4, 2024 Items G4 and G5 24SS00001 and 24Z00004
Date: Tuesday, April 2, 2024 7:54:32 AM
Attachments: County_20240404_RP.pdf

Good morning Ms. Champion,
 
On behalf of Commissioner Pritchett, attached and below is public comment received for
24SS00001 and 24Z00004.
 
Thank you for your support of her office.
 
 
Kind Regards,
 
Adrienne Schmadeke
 

 

Adrienne Schmadeke
Legislative Aide
Brevard County Commission, District 1
Commissioner Rita Pritchett
321.607.6901  | Adrienne.Schmadeke@brevardfl.gov
 
7101 S. US Hwy 1
Titusville, FL  32780 
 

 
Please note:
Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to or from the
offices of elected officials are public records available to the public and media upon request. 
Your email communications may, therefore, be subject to public disclosure.
 
 
 

From: Judith Kuhman <jmkuhman@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 1, 2024 8:45 PM
To: Commissioner, D1 <D1.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov>
Subject: April 4, 2024 Items G4 and G5 24SS00001 and 24Z00004
 

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Commissioner Pritchett -
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01 April 2024 


Dear Commissioner Pritchett - 


Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 


28081120) (District 5) 


 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 


classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 


My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 


Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 


Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 


with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 04 April agenda as G4 and G5. 


We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. As our elected officials we ask 


that you invoke citizen activism and involvement where communities have a seat at the table with government officials 


and developers throughout the entire process. Please listen to our petitions. 


The residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. Oliver about 


his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of Palm Bay for 


rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first model in 


Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive through. 


On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes.  


In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 


benefit from winning and moving this development forward. In this same meeting, Mr. Oliver proposed the low traffic 


design of a storage facility to appease the residents for the high traffic development he proposed. 


The proposed plans provided to residents illustrates residents traveling east on Hield Rd would be presented with a new 


northbound turn lane onto Minton and the option of continuing to travel east across Minton into the shopping center, 


Pineapple Cove or apartment complexes as well as turning south onto Minton from the same lane.  The new plan 


appears to provide a porkchop turn from northbound Minton into the south side of the storage unit allowing traffic to 


flow behind the storage unit and out to Hield. 


I ask the commission how you can assure the residents that once this is approved Mr. Oliver does not continue his 


proposed development of a high traffic business at the corner lot now currently designated as future BU1 development? 


As the situation appears that due to the City of Palm Bay denying Mr. Oliver and his client’s initial request for rezoning he 


has now approached the county for rezoning.  This is probably the step Mr. Oliver should have taken first.  This situation 


appears as if the City of Palm Bay has passed it on to the higher authorities – the county commissioners to make the 


decision, and if passed Mr. Oliver can now approach the City of Palm Bay for utility rights.  And sooner or later the big 


high traffic business like Starbucks is now on the corner. 


Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 


I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 


there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 


speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 


benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 


• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 


understand clearly his plan as the developer? 


• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 


this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   







• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 


corner does the ingress/egress set? 


• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 


• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 


the proposed site plan. Why? 


It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 


continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 


to Hield.   


I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 


request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 


weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 


the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 


another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 


Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 


quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 


unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 


When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 


shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 


cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 


There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 


vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 


using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  


I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 


Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 


roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 


worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 


I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-


storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 


allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 


be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 


day and night. 


Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 


there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 


heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 


possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   


Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 


proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 


Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 


possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 


and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 


hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 


machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 







Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 


and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 


surrounding areas. 


The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 


Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 


Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 


residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  


Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 


unlawful incidents. 


Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 


Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 


sidewalks.  


I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 


about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 


is not safe or appealing to future residents. 


I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 


property zones and have done so for many years?   


We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 


proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  


I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  


Very Respectfully – 


• James and Judith Kuhman  







Please find attached my letter of objection to the agenda items on the 04 April meeting.
 
Respectfully -
Judith Kuhman
1680 Willard RD NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907



01 April 2024 

Dear Commissioner Pritchett - 

Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 

28081120) (District 5) 

 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 

classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 

My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 

Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 

Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 

with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 04 April agenda as G4 and G5. 

We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. As our elected officials we ask 

that you invoke citizen activism and involvement where communities have a seat at the table with government officials 

and developers throughout the entire process. Please listen to our petitions. 

The residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. Oliver about 

his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of Palm Bay for 

rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first model in 

Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive through. 

On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes.  

In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 

benefit from winning and moving this development forward. In this same meeting, Mr. Oliver proposed the low traffic 

design of a storage facility to appease the residents for the high traffic development he proposed. 

The proposed plans provided to residents illustrates residents traveling east on Hield Rd would be presented with a new 

northbound turn lane onto Minton and the option of continuing to travel east across Minton into the shopping center, 

Pineapple Cove or apartment complexes as well as turning south onto Minton from the same lane.  The new plan 

appears to provide a porkchop turn from northbound Minton into the south side of the storage unit allowing traffic to 

flow behind the storage unit and out to Hield. 

I ask the commission how you can assure the residents that once this is approved Mr. Oliver does not continue his 

proposed development of a high traffic business at the corner lot now currently designated as future BU1 development? 

As the situation appears that due to the City of Palm Bay denying Mr. Oliver and his client’s initial request for rezoning he 

has now approached the county for rezoning.  This is probably the step Mr. Oliver should have taken first.  This situation 

appears as if the City of Palm Bay has passed it on to the higher authorities – the county commissioners to make the 

decision, and if passed Mr. Oliver can now approach the City of Palm Bay for utility rights.  And sooner or later the big 

high traffic business like Starbucks is now on the corner. 

Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 

I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 

there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 

speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 

benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 

• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 

understand clearly his plan as the developer? 

• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 

this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   



• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 

corner does the ingress/egress set? 

• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 

• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 

the proposed site plan. Why? 

It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 

continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 

to Hield.   

I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 

request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 

weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 

the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 

another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 

Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 

quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 

unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 

When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 

shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 

cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 

There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 

vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 

using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  

I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 

Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 

roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 

worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 

I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-

storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 

allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 

be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 

day and night. 

Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 

there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 

heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 

possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   

Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 

proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 

Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 

possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 

and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 

hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 

machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 



Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 

and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 

surrounding areas. 

The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 

Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 

Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 

residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  

Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 

unlawful incidents. 

Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 

Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 

sidewalks.  

I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 

about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 

is not safe or appealing to future residents. 

I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 

property zones and have done so for many years?   

We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 

proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  

I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  

Very Respectfully – 

• James and Judith Kuhman  



From: Mascellino, Carol
To: Champion, Kristen
Cc: Commissioner, D4; Bellak, Christine; Wines, Katie
Subject: Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, April 2, 2024 8:10:34 AM
Attachments: Public Comment 24SS00001 & 24Z00004_Kuhman.pdf
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Good morning Kristen,
 
On behalf of Commissioner Feltner, please see the attached public comment concerning 24SS00001
and 24Z00004 on the April 4, 2024 agenda.
 
Thank you.
 
 
 
Carol Mascellino, Chief of Staff
County Commissioner Rob Feltner, District 4
Brevard County Board of County Commissioners
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Building C, Suite 214
Viera, FL 32940
PH: 321-633-2044
www.brevardfl.gov
 
 
 
Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to and from the offices of
elected officials are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may,
therefore, be subject to public disclosure.
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01 April 2024 


Dear Commissioner Feltner - 


Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 


28081120) (District 5) 


 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 


classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 


My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 


Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 


Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 


with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 04 April agenda as G4 and G5. 


We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. As our elected officials we ask 


that you invoke citizen activism and involvement where communities have a seat at the table with government officials 


and developers throughout the entire process. Please listen to our petitions. 


The residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. Oliver about 


his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of Palm Bay for 


rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first model in 


Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive through. 


On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes.  


In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 


benefit from winning and moving this development forward. In this same meeting, Mr. Oliver proposed the low traffic 


design of a storage facility to appease the residents for the high traffic development he proposed. 


The proposed plans provided to residents illustrates residents traveling east on Hield Rd would be presented with a new 


northbound turn lane onto Minton and the option of continuing to travel east across Minton into the shopping center, 


Pineapple Cove or apartment complexes as well as turning south onto Minton from the same lane.  The new plan 


appears to provide a porkchop turn from northbound Minton into the south side of the storage unit allowing traffic to 


flow behind the storage unit and out to Hield. 


I ask the commission how you can assure the residents that once this is approved Mr. Oliver does not continue his 


proposed development of a high traffic business at the corner lot now currently designated as future BU1 development? 


As the situation appears that due to the City of Palm Bay denying Mr. Oliver and his client’s initial request for rezoning he 


has now approached the county for rezoning.  This is probably the step Mr. Oliver should have taken first.  This situation 


appears as if the City of Palm Bay has passed it on to the higher authorities – the county commissioners to make the 


decision, and if passed Mr. Oliver can now approach the City of Palm Bay for utility rights.  And sooner or later the big 


high traffic business like Starbucks is now on the corner. 


Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 


I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 


there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 


speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 


benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 


• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 


understand clearly his plan as the developer? 


• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 


this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   







• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 


corner does the ingress/egress set? 


• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 


• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 


the proposed site plan. Why? 


It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 


continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 


to Hield.   


I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 


request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 


weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 


the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 


another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 


Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 


quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 


unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 


When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 


shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 


cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 


There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 


vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 


using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  


I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 


Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 


roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 


worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 


I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-


storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 


allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 


be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 


day and night. 


Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 


there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 


heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 


possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   


Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 


proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 


Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 


possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 


and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 


hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 


machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 







Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 


and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 


surrounding areas. 


The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 


Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 


Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 


residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  


Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 


unlawful incidents. 


Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 


Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 


sidewalks.  


I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 


about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 


is not safe or appealing to future residents. 


I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 


property zones and have done so for many years?   


We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 


proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  


I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  


Very Respectfully – 


• James and Judith Kuhman  









01 April 2024 

Dear Commissioner Feltner - 

Re:   West Malabar Properties, LLC (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 2806111, 2806115, 

28081120) (District 5) 

 Property requested small-scale comprehensive plan amendment from NC/RES 2 to CC and change of zoning 

classification from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. 

My name is Judith Kuhman, and I am writing to you on behalf of myself and my husband, James. We are residents of 

Palm Bay residing at 1680 Willard RD NW just off Hield Rd. We are writing to express our OBJECTIONS to the Zoning 

Changes being requested by Mr. Cole Oliver on behalf of West Malabar Properties FROM NC/RES 2 and RP/AU to all BU2 

with a BDP referenced above in Brevard County (24SS00001) and (24Z00004) and on the 04 April agenda as G4 and G5. 

We are asking the county to act for the benefit of the citizens who live on and off Hield Rd. As our elected officials we ask 

that you invoke citizen activism and involvement where communities have a seat at the table with government officials 

and developers throughout the entire process. Please listen to our petitions. 

The residents of Hield Rd to include West Melbourne and Palm Bay residents have been engaged with Mr. Oliver about 

his plans for the corner of Hield Rd and Minton Rd since May of 2023. Mr. Oliver approached the City of Palm Bay for 

rezoning proposing a high traffic ‘STACKER’ Starbucks at the corner. This stacker concept would be the first model in 

Brevard and would allow Starbucks to increase their drive through capacity 3x than any current Starbucks drive through. 

On 15 October 2023 the City of Palm Bay denied Mr. Oliver the zoning changes.  

In our meeting with Mr. Oliver on 14 September 2023 he also informed us that he is an investor and has a financial 

benefit from winning and moving this development forward. In this same meeting, Mr. Oliver proposed the low traffic 

design of a storage facility to appease the residents for the high traffic development he proposed. 

The proposed plans provided to residents illustrates residents traveling east on Hield Rd would be presented with a new 

northbound turn lane onto Minton and the option of continuing to travel east across Minton into the shopping center, 

Pineapple Cove or apartment complexes as well as turning south onto Minton from the same lane.  The new plan 

appears to provide a porkchop turn from northbound Minton into the south side of the storage unit allowing traffic to 

flow behind the storage unit and out to Hield. 

I ask the commission how you can assure the residents that once this is approved Mr. Oliver does not continue his 

proposed development of a high traffic business at the corner lot now currently designated as future BU1 development? 

As the situation appears that due to the City of Palm Bay denying Mr. Oliver and his client’s initial request for rezoning he 

has now approached the county for rezoning.  This is probably the step Mr. Oliver should have taken first.  This situation 

appears as if the City of Palm Bay has passed it on to the higher authorities – the county commissioners to make the 

decision, and if passed Mr. Oliver can now approach the City of Palm Bay for utility rights.  And sooner or later the big 

high traffic business like Starbucks is now on the corner. 

Is Brevard county destined to turn into one big happy car-wash, dollar store, apartments, or coffee shops? 

I hope as you read this letter that you may attempt to address and have Mr. Oliver address the residents’ concerns. Is 

there anyone on this board and/or Mr. Oliver who can answer these questions?  Residents are only allowed 3 minutes to 

speak, and we have no opportunity to ask members of this board or Mr. Oliver any additional questions.  Does this 

benefit the residents who are the current taxpayers? 

• Could the proposed traffic flow changes be projected and spoken to by Mr. Oliver so the residents could 

understand clearly his plan as the developer? 

• How many cars traveling northbound on Minton will be allowed to back-up in the turn lane(pork chop)?  While 

this turn lane may limit some illegal U-turns at the corner of Hield and Minton, they will still occur.   



• Does his design plan for vehicles to exit out onto Hield as well as enter in from Hield?  How far back from the 

corner does the ingress/egress set? 

• Why that corner is identified as BU1 in the site plan when Mr. Oliver is requesting all BU2? 

• Mr. Oliver is proposing a self-storage facility on one of the sites but note he has not marked any zoning type in 

the proposed site plan. Why? 

It is impossible for this type of plan and a possible high traffic business not have an impact on infrastructure.  The 

continued congestion at this intersection will continue and now congestion will be added by drivers now trying to exit on 

to Hield.   

I invite any of you to come and witness the congestion at this intersection on weekdays between 1600-1800.  I also 

request that the board urges and ensures that the traffic study at this corner is conducted at the hours of 1600-1800 

weekdays, preferably when school is in session.  The Avasa Apartments; ~300 apartments, estimating 600 more cars to 

the roadway.  West Melbourne currently is developing a 55 single family residential community (~160 more vehicles) and 

another apartment complex 280 units (~560 vehicles) that will add traffic to Minton Rd.  How much more traffic can 

Minton Rd handle? I have issues comprehending how government leaders have not fully understood the influx and poor 

quality of the road and traffic flow on Minton Rd.  The City of West Melbourne or maybe Brevard County has 

unsuccessfully repaired the flyover and Minton Road.  The roadway bubbles and spews white marl. 

When are representatives of all municipalities going to stop and slow down and look at the impact of this constant 

shoving of multi residential units and businesses on every available parcel of land and realize that our infrastructure 

cannot handle and keep up without major changes to the services of current residents? 

There are a lot of people living on Hield Road. Additionally, FPL has a substation West on Hield. They have their fleet of 

vehicles using Hield Road. There is a very large nursery West on Hield Road. Again, there are many trucks and vehicles 

using Hield Road often during peak times as well.  

I recognize that Mr. Oliver has not proposed Starbucks or a high-traffic business in this site plan yet and I understand that 

Minton Road is a heavily traveled throughfare and that there are plenty of commercial properties currently on the 

roadway.  I also recognize the possible tax revenue for all municipalities. We ask Brevard County is this business tax 

worth the safety, security and well-being of the residents who live on and off Hield Road? 

I have read the Brevard County Staff comments and if I correctly understand the rezoning to BU2 would allow the self-

storage facility to be built as possibly a three-story self-storage. The rezoning to BU2 would provide utilities to units to 

allow the use of businesses in the storage facility such as auto repair.  The residents in our serene country setting could 

be inflicted with the potential for storage of heavy equipment, hazardous materials, and the use of running generators all 

day and night. 

Do the commissioners not have concerns for the safety and preserving the privacy and character of our neighborhood? Is 

there not concerns of the effects of changing infrastructure and construction would have on existing residents? The 

heavy equipment required for construction will continue to erode the roadway at Hield Road and Minton Road, causing 

possible damage to infrastructure and resident’s personal property, who will bear responsibility for these improvements?   

Additional garbage trucks and purveyor’s semis and box trucks making deliveries will also erode the roadway for any 

proposed future development like a coffee outlet. 

Increase in noise pollution will impact neighbors closest to these businesses with the uptick of garbage pickups and 

possible delivery trucks.  Noise from backup beeping of these vehicles, the release of air pressure, large diesel trucks, 

and the movement of dumpsters. Noise from any potential drive through conducting business in the early morning 

hours. If the storage facility is allowed to conduct businesses this will increase noise pollution, possible generators and or 

machinery if businesses are allowed to operate within. 



Air and land pollution will be an impact to residents to include the smell of garbage, the smell of fuel from delivery trucks 

and increased traffic. The lack of respect for the residents in this area with customers littering the roadways and 

surrounding areas. 

The increase of rodents to the area to include rats and raccoons. 

Possible storage of hazardous materials, the leakage of gas from stored items and vehicles 

Due to increased growth in our surrounding community, Hield Road invites curious drivers to explore. There are times 

residents have had to call the police on suspicious individuals and vehicles lurking around.  

Having high traffic commercial businesses increased on that corner will only beg for more suspicious and at times, 

unlawful incidents. 

Hield Road, as it is, is a well-traveled two-lane road. Hield Road residents are taxed heavily for the privilege of living on 

Hield Road in a rural –like environment with horses using the road, runners, and bicyclists as well. There are no 

sidewalks.  

I’d like to remind the county representatives that I have also invested in my property off Hield Road, and I am concerned 

about the loss of revenue from the sale of my property in the future with unsightly structures and traffic congestion that 

is not safe or appealing to future residents. 

I ask the Commissioners, why one single owner’s petition should outweigh the residents who live here within the current 

property zones and have done so for many years?   

We are respectfully asking you to please consider our concerns and objections for the reasons stated. What is being 

proposed will ADVERSELY / NEGATIVELY impact Hield Road residents, their safety, well-being and property values.  

I also respectfully ask to make this letter a part of your records.  

Very Respectfully – 

• James and Judith Kuhman  



District 2 Disclosures 
 4/4/2024 BOCC Zoning Meeting 

 
 
 
G.5. West Malabar Properties, LLC requests a change of zoning classification 
from RP and AU to all BU-2 with a BDP. (24Z00004) (Tax Account 2806110, 
2806111, 2806115, 2808112) (District 5) 
 
 

• On 3/26/2024, received email from Kevin and Natalie Ward regarding the 
rezoning of the land at the southwest corner of Minton and Hield Roads in West 
Melbourne stating “please do not allow this to happen to our residential 
neighborhood” 
 

• On 3/27/2024, received email from Suzanne Hickman with concerns regarding 
current traffic is causing a gridlock, future traffic on Minton south to Palm Bay 
Road will increase the gridlock, the potential for a fatal accident at the Minton and 
Hield intersection is almost inevitable if ingress and egress is granted for Hield 
Road for a high traffic business, and other concerns are emergency vehicles 
might have a difficult time entering or exiting Hield. 
 

• On 3/31/2024, received e-mail from Michele Smith, expressing her opposition to 
this item. 
 

• On 4/3/2024, received e-mail from Thomas Gillespie, expressing his opposition 
to this item. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Tom Gill
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: Rezoning Notice: 24Z00004
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2024 2:28:00 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Thomas Gillespie

3866 Hield Rd NW

Palm Bay, FL 32907

GatorKiter@gmail.com

321-223-6322

 

4/2/2024

 

RE: Opposition to Proposed New Access Road to Hield Rd

 

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the site plan related to rezoning #
24Z00004 which shows ingress and egress to Hield Road. The intersection of Hield
Rd and Minton Rd is already problematic with long waits for Hield residents to enter
and leave the neighborhood. There is only ONE access point in and out of the Hield
Rd neighborhood and it is through this intersection. If a commercial business on this
corner is allowed to create an access point to Hield Rd, the traffic problem will
become worse, since the access point will be very close to this large intersection.
This will create a deadlock with drivers trying to exit the business because traffic on
Hield already backups up past the new access point.

 

Because of these reasons, the City of Palm Bay already disapproved this developer’s
zoning request due to his site plan showing access to Hield Rd. After getting
disapproved, he is now asking the county for the same approval.

 

The zoning change does not support an essential capability such as a library, fire
station or grocery store whose social benefit could override the needs of the 275
home owners in the Hield neighborhood.

 

mailto:gatorkiter@gmail.com
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov
mailto:GatorKiter@gmail.com


I believe this particular project will have a significant negative impact on our
community and would like to urge you to reconsider.

 

Solution:

The proposed businesses on Minton Rd should utilized Minton Rd for its ingress and
egress.

 

Sincerely,

Thomas Gillespie



From: suzanne hickman
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: Rezoning Notice 24Z00004
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2024 2:56:43 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Kristen Champion
RE: Rezoning Notice 24Z00004
 
 
Change and progress are inevitable!  Having lived on one of the side streets off
of Hield Road for 31 years, many changes have occurred.  Stoplights installed at
the intersection of Minton and Hield, Palm Crossings shopping area, and new
businesses have opened on Hield to name a few.
 
Hield Road and the side streets comprise 275 homes in both West Melbourne
and Palm Bay.  There is one way in and one way out of this dual community. 
So, whatever effects home owners in one area ultimately effects all of the
homeowners in this community.
 
With the increase in homes and apartments along Minton Road, the traffic
volume has increased exponentially at this time.   The current traffic is  causing 
gridlock.  
 
Since new apartments are still under construction and there are new home
additions to be added to the gated communities that use Minton Road as an
entrance, this gridlock will only increase.  Many people will opt to pick up
something from the store  on their way home.
 
Mr. Oliver approached the city of Palm Bay first and was turned down after the
mayor, Rob Medina, drove on Minton Road to assess first hand the current
situation. 
 
Now Mr. Oliver has gone to the county.  In my estimation, he has no intention
of putting a storage unit on that property.  He wants a Starbucks in that
location.  If you were a business man, which would you choose to maximize
your investment?  The answer is pretty clear.

mailto:r_s_hickman@msn.com
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov


 
There are currently two Starbucks within  2 miles from the Hield property  up
for rezoning – Norfolk Parkway and Palm Bay Road.
 
The potential for a fatal accident at the Minton and Hield intersection is almost
inevitable if ingress and egress is granted for Hield Road for a high traffic
business.  There is no guarantee that Mr. Oliver will not build a Starbucks if
approval is given for the zoning.
 
I implore you to conceptualize the future traffic on Minton south to Palm Bay
Road since there have been no improvements to that intersection.
 
Other concerns are emergency vehicles might have a difficult time entering or
exiting Hield.  There are no fire hydrants in this area.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
 
 
 
Regards,
 
Suzanne Hickman
1553 Pinetree Lane NW
Palm Bay, FL 32907
321-212-9462
r_s_hickman@msn.com



From: Heather Norman
To: Commissioner, D1; Commissioner, D2; Commissioner, D3; Commissioner, D4; Commissioner, D5; Stern, Danielle;

Gianella, Janette; Champion, Kristen
Subject: County Resident - Application - 24Z00004 - Milton / Hield Rd - Melbourne - Live within 100 Ft
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2024 8:13:33 AM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Good morning Board of County Commissioners,

I own 3030 Hield Rd, just across from the proposed land to be rezoned, Application -
24Z00004 - Milton / Hield Rd - Melbourne.  I never received any notification in the
mail from the county regarding the details of the rezoning. My property is within 100
Ft, and will have direct impacts which no one has contacted me about. Please
respond to this email with any info I should have or mail to my address any info
required, thanks.

I'm sure you are aware of the current issues/concern I wanted to add my own if I can,
thank you. 

My personal direct impact issues and concerns that will affect my property
immediately are unlike the neighbors concerns. I have a few questions.

What is happening on my side with my property? Am I losing land as a result of the
county accommodating the commercial owners?

What happens to my driveway?  If Hield rd will be  widened, will I now need possible
new entrance or exit? Since it will be clear I will have trouble getting out of the
driveway and resulting in a shorter driveway, less frontage. 

Is the culvert going to be replaced?
Will my front yard now flood if they remove the culvert for sidewalks or widening? 
During the rain season, water in the culvert gets very high and has come close to
flooding my front yard. if proposed this water will now come closer to my house if not
correctly mitigated. 
What is the plan to divert water from the road and not affect my property?

As you already know, traffic is a big concern. Has a traffic study been done during a
normal day? Every day, we see the daily traffic, cars backed up at the light, honking,
and people screaming at each other. The redesign of this interception needs to be
taken seriously.  I would propose the county lawyers enter some agreement with the
commercial owners to solve the major traffic issue. 

mailto:koolpetsvt@yahoo.com
mailto:D1.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:D2.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:D5.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:danielle.stern@brevardfl.gov
mailto:Janette.Gianella@brevardfl.gov
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov


Thanks, 
Heather Norman
3030 Hield Rd
Melbourne, FL, 32904
email: koolpetsvt@yahoo.com
mobile #: 802-578-2025



From: Mascellino, Carol
To: Champion, Kristen
Cc: Commissioner, D4
Subject: Public Comment-24Z00004
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2024 8:25:15 AM
Attachments: Public Comment 24Z00004_Gillespie.pdf
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Good morning Kristen,
 
On behalf of Commissioner Feltner, please see the attached public comment concerning 24Z00004
for the April 4, 2024 agenda.
 
Thank you.
 
 
 
Carol Mascellino, Chief of Staff
County Commissioner Rob Feltner, District 4
Brevard County Board of County Commissioners
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way
Building C, Suite 214
Viera, FL 32940
PH: 321-633-2044
www.brevardfl.gov
 
 
 
Please note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communications to and from the offices of
elected officials are public records available to the public and media upon request. Your email communications may,
therefore, be subject to public disclosure.
 
 

mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=351351F9EB2444EEADB27A340D51B092-MASCELLINO,
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov
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http://www.brevardfl.gov/



From: Tom Gill
To: Commissioner, D4
Subject: Rezoning Notice: 24Z00004
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2024 2:27:09 PM


[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.


Thomas Gillespie


3866 Hield Rd NW


Palm Bay, FL 32907


GatorKiter@gmail.com


321-223-6322


 


4/2/2024


 


RE: Opposition to Proposed New Access Road to Hield Rd


 


I am writing to express my strong opposition to the site plan related to rezoning #
24Z00004 which shows ingress and egress to Hield Road. The intersection of Hield
Rd and Minton Rd is already problematic with long waits for Hield residents to enter
and leave the neighborhood. There is only ONE access point in and out of the Hield
Rd neighborhood and it is through this intersection. If a commercial business on this
corner is allowed to create an access point to Hield Rd, the traffic problem will
become worse, since the access point will be very close to this large intersection.
This will create a deadlock with drivers trying to exit the business because traffic on
Hield already backups up past the new access point.


 


Because of these reasons, the City of Palm Bay already disapproved this developer’s
zoning request due to his site plan showing access to Hield Rd. After getting
disapproved, he is now asking the county for the same approval.


 


The zoning change does not support an essential capability such as a library, fire
station or grocery store whose social benefit could override the needs of the 275
home owners in the Hield neighborhood.


 



mailto:gatorkiter@gmail.com

mailto:D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
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I believe this particular project will have a significant negative impact on our
community and would like to urge you to reconsider.


 


Solution:


The proposed businesses on Minton Rd should utilized Minton Rd for its ingress and
egress.


 


Sincerely,


Thomas Gillespie









From: Tom Gill
To: Commissioner, D4
Subject: Rezoning Notice: 24Z00004
Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2024 2:27:09 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.

Thomas Gillespie

3866 Hield Rd NW

Palm Bay, FL 32907

GatorKiter@gmail.com

321-223-6322

 

4/2/2024

 

RE: Opposition to Proposed New Access Road to Hield Rd

 

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the site plan related to rezoning #
24Z00004 which shows ingress and egress to Hield Road. The intersection of Hield
Rd and Minton Rd is already problematic with long waits for Hield residents to enter
and leave the neighborhood. There is only ONE access point in and out of the Hield
Rd neighborhood and it is through this intersection. If a commercial business on this
corner is allowed to create an access point to Hield Rd, the traffic problem will
become worse, since the access point will be very close to this large intersection.
This will create a deadlock with drivers trying to exit the business because traffic on
Hield already backups up past the new access point.

 

Because of these reasons, the City of Palm Bay already disapproved this developer’s
zoning request due to his site plan showing access to Hield Rd. After getting
disapproved, he is now asking the county for the same approval.

 

The zoning change does not support an essential capability such as a library, fire
station or grocery store whose social benefit could override the needs of the 275
home owners in the Hield neighborhood.

 

mailto:gatorkiter@gmail.com
mailto:D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov
mailto:GatorKiter@gmail.com


I believe this particular project will have a significant negative impact on our
community and would like to urge you to reconsider.

 

Solution:

The proposed businesses on Minton Rd should utilized Minton Rd for its ingress and
egress.

 

Sincerely,

Thomas Gillespie



From: john lee
To: Commissioner, D3
Subject: Hield Rd Ingress/Egress Heild Rd
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2024 12:56:12 PM

[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Please read this if you plan on allowing this to pass.  I just pray that you don't have family or friends who live along Hield Rd. 
Their home will burn to the ground, or worse, someone will die because emergency vehicles won't be able to get to them.  It's common
knowledge that Minton Rd, is literally bumper to bumper during peak traffic times.  I personally have waited thru 4 green lights
before someone would make a space for me.  If this is passed, it just makes sense that both lanes of Hield will get backed up. 
Emergency vehicles have no way of getting around this because the "shoulder" consists of ditches, culverts, mailboxes, etc.  The
mayor of Palm Bay denied this request because of safety concerns.  Why would you not follow his lead for the safety of the people who
elected you?
John and Sarah Lee
4260 Orange Dr.  (Heild Rd)
Melbourne, Fl 32904

mailto:gators7026@yahoo.com
mailto:d3.commissioner@brevardfl.gov


From: john lee
To: Commissioner, D4
Subject: Hield Rd. Ingress/Egress Heild Rd.
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2024 12:57:43 PM
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Please read this if you plan on allowing this to pass.  I just pray that you don't have family or friends who live along Hield Rd. 
Their home will burn to the ground, or worse, someone will die because emergency vehicles won't be able to get to them.  It's common
knowledge that Minton Rd, is literally bumper to bumper during peak traffic times.  I personally have waited thru 4 green lights
before someone would make a space for me.  If this is passed, it just makes sense that both lanes of Hield will get backed up. 
Emergency vehicles have no way of getting around this because the "shoulder" consists of ditches, culverts, mailboxes, etc.  The
mayor of Palm Bay denied this request because of safety concerns.  Why would you not follow his lead for the safety of the people who
elected you?
John and Sarah Lee
4260 Orange Dr.  (Heild Rd)
Melbourne, Fl 32904

mailto:gators7026@yahoo.com
mailto:D4.Commissioner@brevardfl.gov


From: Deb Boutin
To: Champion, Kristen
Subject: Rezoning Notice: 24Z00004
Date: Thursday, April 4, 2024 2:13:51 PM
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Dear Kristen Champion,

Thank you for hearing our Hield Rd neighbors regarding an entrance onto Hield from a
proposed building site. We appreciate your time.

Mr. Oliver will address the Starbucks again once he gets an inroad with the decision being
made on April 4th. I have headlines from newspapers across the country regarding the traffic
issues, accidents, and deaths that Starbucks drive-thrus have caused. 
 
Currently, Hield Rd doesn’t have a traffic issue itself.  The issue is how busy Minton Road has
become through the years and how awful it will be at the corner of Hield if there is an
entrance onto Hield from the business they are wanting to put on our corner.

Please see traffic photos taken from the corner of Hield and Minton Rd.   
 The photos were taken between 4:00 and 6:45 in the evening.  Some of them were taken
sitting on Hield looking South towards Emerson and others looking north towards the
overpass. 
Photos were also taken from the apartment side of Minton looking towards the overpass
where the cars are backed up and over the overpass. That photo was taken around 6pm. 
 
Also included is a photo of Josh Cramer, the 24 yr. old motorcyclist that was killed at the
corner of Hield in 2018, and that was before the additional traffic of the apartment buildings.
He left a young son fatherless, along with the rest of his family members. We arrived shortly
after the accident while his body was still lying in the road. His brother was screaming and his
parents were wailing. I will never forget that sight. I’m teary as I write this.
 
I retired in 2020 after working for 30 years at Eastern Florida.  Even then, the traffic would be
backed up over 95 most of the time when I came home. 
 
Thank so much for your consideration,
 
Debbie Boutin
3966 Hield Rd

mailto:buddieboutin@gmail.com
mailto:Kristen.Champion@brevardfl.gov
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